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Sciences
and Arts
combine
by Barbara Beutlich
Future staff

Defensive back Brue~ Gordon's bone jarring
tackle forces a C~rson-Newman halfback to furn-

Brian LaPeter/Future

l>le, but the Knights fell to the Eagles, 31-20.

Athletic scholarships available
for.eVerytbing except fo_
otball
by Kathleen Foronda
Future staff
Athletic scholarships at UCF are offered for all collegiate
sports except football, according to Bill Goldsby, Athletic
Business Manager.
· "We cannot, under The National Collegiate Athletic
Association rules, give scholarships as a Division III football
team," said Goldsby . "We declared ourselves as a Division
III school because it's economically easier to start. If we
went into Division II, we would be required to award an
average of 45 scholarships," Goldsby said.
For those scholarships in basketball, softball, baseball,
golf, soccer, wrestling, volleyball, cross country, and tennis,
Goldsby said a maximum of $3,460 per athlete per year can
be given. "But we never have enough to give that much,'.' he
said.
Many of the scholarships are combined with work study
and financial aid grants such as Basic Educational Opportunity Grants.
Funds are drawn from the Athletic Department budget
and private donations. Goldsby also said an allocation is
made from Student Activity and Service Fee funds"
This quarter the athletic department .awarded about
$47,000 to men and women athletes. According to Goldsby,
the ratio between men and women ath]etes receiving
scholarships is 50-50. About l 08 scholarships have been
issued for tbe fa II quarter.
Athletic scholarships usually cover tuition payments for
fall, spring, and winter quarters.

In the Future
Toke and Take
Alcohol and drugs arP becoming incrmsingly abusf'd in today's society.
SP«' page 8 f o r f u LI d Pt a ii s

The awards are based primarily on an athlete's ability, yet
Goldsby maintains that the students are required to be in
good standing with the university. The required grade point
average is 2.0.
He said the retention rates for athletes regardless of
scholarship has been very good. "We do everything we can
to keep the student in school. The ultimate purpose is to get
an education. Very few will ever become profession~}
athletes," Goldsby said.
•
Possible scholarships recipients are ordinarily spotted by
universtiy coaches.
Usually, a good athlete is spotted in a college or high
school, Goldsby said. T~en, the parents or-coac.h come to th<:'.
department. Few people come in and apply for a scholarship. He said some try out for the team, do well and then are
awarded a scholarship. "You can't sit and take a test in sports, you have to see how well they do," Goldsby said.
Withdrawal of a scholarship has ..not been based on grades
or poor performance in the sport, according to Goldsby.
"We have withdrawn a scholarship, but it's been for
disciplinary and behavioral problems," he said. A. lack of
performance is not grounds enough to take back a scholarship. "1f the athlete represents the university improperly,
then that may be grounds for withdrawin.g the scholarship."
"I went from nowhere to ·signing a letter of intent," said
Tim Foskett, who is on a baseball scholarship at the university. Foskett receives $?00 per quarter except during the
summC'r. In addition, Foskett also is on the work st'l.ldey
progra.m and is receiving a BEOG for the year.

Knight .Knight
UCF Knights are 1-1 in their
second season. They came back
from their first loss to trounce
St. Leo 55-0. Turn to page 23 for
the whole story.

A new college of Arts and Sciences
was formed July 1. The new college,
which is now the largest college at
UCF, was formed from the three
colleges of Humanities and Fine Arts,
Social Sciences and Natural Sciences.
Dr. R.A. Llewellyn is the new Dean
and Dr.'J. P. Idoux and Dr. J.B. Rollins
are Associate Deans.
The purpose "is to give Arts and
Sciences a greater visibility · and ·
demonstrate the top priority-providing students with a basic
education," according to Dr. Leslie
Ellis, vice president of Academic Affairs .
It was President Trevor Colbourn's
idea to combine the old colleges. into
the larger Arts and Science college.
"The President had some very
vigorous views on the best
organization of the colleges," said
Ellis.
M0st of the other Florfda universities
use the Arts an'd Sciences system.
"It was part of a general
reorganization of the University, not
an isolated i'ncident," said ldoux. The
plan redefines the general education
program. lri the future, most, if not all
of the general enviromental classes will
come . from the Arts and Sciences
College.
"It is a unified approach . to the
general education program," said
Idoux. It should eliminate duplication
and lead to better coordination."
Work on the new college started
when the ad hoc committee headed by
Idoux was formed last year. The committee worked for six months addressing problems that might face the
new college and came up with several
recommendations.
The same group will continue
working this year and try to put into
use some of the recommendations they
made. One project the group has is to
write a new set of bylaws which will
define and clearly articulate the
government structure in the college.
There are several concerns with the
new college. The major ~oncern is the
size.
The three old colleges had between SO
and 75 faculty members. The new
college has over 200 full-time faculty
members . The problems lie in administration, organization and
representation of the large fac~lty.
Idoux said"it's a problem in the context of where we've all come from."

Surf City
The Surf Punks are the latest
challengers to the Ramones . .
They aren't anything like the
Beach Boys. Rob Scheiderer
wrote his views on this newest
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Registrar's office answers common questions
by Lisa Stemle
Future staff

\Yith"'t he UCF enr~llmeDt at
l 2,600, many students have' questions
about whNl' to go on campus to g('t information.
The Registrar's Office>, locate'd on
th<' first floor of thl' Administration
building is th<' plac<' tc~ go for man~· of
the answrrs.
Pam Cobb, st'.c rt•tary to I.E. Knight,
Din•ctor of Rrcords and Re'gistration,
said that many of the questions are
coming from students who have been
readmitted to the university. They were
not given rnough information tbe first
time th<'v mkrt•d UCF.
One common question is, "How do I
thr~~gh Add/DroJ?r· you I}'l~~~
prt'sC'rit yc>ur class schedul<' in the•
VCAR building. If it has bt't'l1 lost, a
duplicak copy can bC' obtai1wd at th<'
Rrgistrar's. office' with propt•r idPntifiea'tion . To add a class, write the kC'v
cod<' and cn'dit hours on \'OU.r.
r<'gistration form and writl' a "l)". nPxt
to an~· course' you wish to drop. Check
your lll'W dwdult' and makt• sur<' it is
correct. hand in any old schedules at
thl' last station brtorC' vou leave.
Add/Drop will continul' .through 6
p.m. Frida'"
Class f<'~s may be paid b~· dropping
vour chrck, and the frc sidt' ol Your
~lass schedule, in an c'nv('lopt'. and
place ft fr1 the box af registration. Fees
may also be mailed into the University
. by the deadline, or many paid in person ·in the Cashier~ s office.
Parking decals can' be purchasC'd at
registration, or at the Uni versity Police•

go

Dl'pa rtm('n t.
Financial aid informa tion is
<.\vailabll' in the Financial Aid Office',
Room 120 of the Administration
Building. Information concl'rning
scholarships, grants. loans and campus
c'mplo~ · nH'nt is availabh-' then•.
ycF has h<'<'ll issuing new Stud<'nt
I.D. c;\rds this quarter . The·~ · arl'
availabl<' in th(' Studc•nt CC'ntc•r
through Frida~'. B<'ginning Sept. 29,
cards will lw issuC'd at the information
booth on the se'('otHI floor of the Administration building.
For returning studl'nts, the l.D. cards from last ~·c•ar will be acceptC'd
halfw;\~ · through Fall qu.a rkr. AftN
that time, nC'w l.D. cards will b<'
rl'quirc'd . The I.D. cards will also be
used as library cards, so try to get
your l.D. as soon as possible•.
To withdraw from a class, \ 'oti must
go to thl' Re•gistrn r's OHi C.'<' b~· the• t'nd
~)f thl' fifth ~<'<'k of classes. P.rc's<'nt an
I.D . and fiil out a withdrawal form.
Keep one copy and give the other to
your dl'partnwnt .
For information about dass<'S on the'
off-c<.\mpus cl'ntNs, contact the• din'ctor of tlw C<'ntN. There' an' thn•e• offca mpus locations; SouthOrlando,
D<.ntona B('ach and Brevard .
Trial and advisC'ment schedull's for
next quartN's n•gistration can bC'
piek('d up in thC' offiee of your major.
Rl'gistrntion appointnH'nt tinws .will bC'
posted in th(' first floor of the Administration building and in tlw
Librar~ · lobby at thl' end of Fall quartC'r . Class timC's will bC' a vailable at .the
C'tHI of tlw qua rtC'f..

Ma m· other CfU<'stions may aris<' and
th(•\· l'<~n l>P answ(•red at th('. lfrgistrar's
,Office, or they will b·e abl(' to 't<>tl you
wlwr<' to find thC' information vou
IWC'd.
The Registrar's Office is open f~om 8
a.m. to 7::30 p.n1. Monday through
Thursday <~nd 8 a.m. to S p.m. Frida y,
while classes arc' in session. BetW('('n
qua rt<'f's, th(' office is OtJ('n 8 a. m. to S
P·!ll. Monday through Friday. During

summer quarter it is open from 8 a.m.
to 7: :H) p .m . Monday's, and 8 a.nl. to S
p.111. Tu('sda)· througli Friday .
The Registrar's Office also offers
privatl' <·ouns('ling, upon n'qu est. to
al1\'0IW who would like to discuss their
rC'~·ords or anv other matt<'f' in pri vat(•.
lf vou have. an v qu('stinns concc·rning
vou~ r<'cords ' or <.H·adPmics, th<'
RPgistrnr's Office is a good pla<·c· to
start .

UCF will host Threshold run
option. to buy up to five .. zonie" tickets
to
the Oct. 4 football game between
Hsoclate editor
- Knights and Miles · College at the
Tangerine Bowl, for$ l each.
The Threshold, Inc. "Run for the
All runners will be eligible for postKids" will be held Oct. 4 at UCF.
race prizes drawings and get refreshThe program will consist of a quar- ments after the race.
ter-mile Kiddie Run, a one-mile Fun
All proceeds will go to Threshold,
Run and a 5,000-meter run through Inc., a Goldenrod-based residentialthe campus.
and day-care tr'e atment center for
Trophies will go to te top male and severely dysfunctional children.
female runners, and pri~es will go to
the first three finishers in each of ten
age groups. Runners will get a special
T-shirt.
Preregistration is $5; $6 on the day
of the races. Applications are available
at the UCF athletic office, Track Shae~
flave a prnbleri1 and nPecl to talk to
of Orlando, Athletic Attic, Athlete's sonwon<' about it?
Foot, Winter Park Sports Shop, Cen. Thl' {)CF Student i-I('alth Center has
tral YMCA, Orlando Re creation nurs(•s and ph~·sicians who arl' willing
Department and the Foot Locker. --~t_
o listc·n and ean refer you to a nwntal
· hC'alth-:c.;!)('eialist ~ Contac:t the Stud('nt
Preregistering runners will ha ve the Hc'alth Cc' ntC'f in the• Yill~lg<' Cl'nter.

by. Doug Marks

Health Center
otters help-

UNION PARK FURNITURE
1124 7 E. Colonial Drive

277-7480

FALL FURNITURE SALE
(Presenting our Designer Diamond Collection.)*

NAME BRANDS
DISCOUNT PRICES

~~
.,

*
\

~.

MATTRESS SETS:

1

TWIN$69set

This week_only, ArtCarye_d m:~sents its
dramatic new college ring concept for women
in lOK and 14K gold. On display only while
theArtCarved representative is on ~mpu~.

Jft_ _

'

·

•

FULL.$79 set

tf

I

The new Designer Diamond Collection,
~
, reflecting the i~po~ance, val~e, and rare ~-h
~:.so,':.
beauty of .genume diamonds, is an
. ~ • '.
ArtCarved innovation. .
_-·-This collection is also available with a new l
.1 :
- diamom:l-substitute, Cubic Zirnenia, whidl-' - ~ ft
creates the same dazzling elegance for less.
~

-t- _. "\, ·

QUEEN $99 set
KING $129 set

JIRTQU~\XQ

Odd Chairs, Tables, Sofas,
Lamps, Dressers, and Bedding

Symbolizing your·ability lo achieve.

FRIUA Y. SEPT. 26. 1980

/

LAYAWAYS AVAILABLE
VISA-MASTERCARD

-

•aJsn available wilh Cubic Ziro>nia. a diamond subslilul<'.
I lt•pr.,,;1n~ 111in '!i . ~l:t'lt'r Charil"• •r Vi,;;1an"ph~ I.

DESIGNER
DIAMOND
COLLECTION

~ffUDENT

CENTER

.

..
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,StUdent GOv8rnmen'twvorklnl·: ~or yo11
}

. '-..

While a senator's job is voluntary, and instructor evaluations, peer ad- issues relevant and important to stu. the SC president receives a $3,000 ser- visement and fighting tuition . in- dent concerns. Projects cire proposed,
vice award scholarship, and the vice creases. The president said he intends reviewed and acted upon. Budgets are
Did you know that $2.69 of eac.h president gets $2,500 per year. to fight a proposed textbook tax the allocated and approved.
credit hour you pay for goes to a stu- · The cabinet consists of Executive Ad- state legislature has in th~ offing.
d.ent organization..
visor JohA Yanas, .Vice Presidenti.a l ExWhat can SC do for a student
Through the Activity and Service
wielding 'f.3 million of your dollars, ecutive Advisor Jeff Fleming, Attorney
Where sould you · go with a problem
UCF's Student Government exists to General Stu Calderwood, Comptroller Fee budget, the SC wields considerable
"Call me," said the president, "or
serve you, says SC President James Wendell Frenc:h and Student Advocate clout in university affairs. They answer
catch your senators. I would like to
Blount. ·
David Lenox. SC also retains an ac- directly to the Associate Vice Presispeak with as many students as possiYour $2.69 per credit hour goes into countant and a secretarial staff. dent of Student Affairs, Dr. Lester V.
ble," said Blount.
Tubbs, and to the dean of Students, Dr.
the Activity and Service Fee fund,
C.W. Brown.
which finances such diverse things as ·
According to Blount, the primary
As the academic year is just getting
the child ca.re center, concerts, the function of S G is to provide services
started and senate elections have not
debate team, intra- and extramural to the students. In additio.n to those
An~ther function of SC ·is to make been held yet, SC ·does not. have any
sports, ticket discounts to area attrac- mentioned earlier, SC also provides sure individual students get a fair hear- large projects planned yet for the year.
tions and the Student Center opera- dental care,legal aid and money for ing for protests and administrat: ive
. tions.
student organizations. "We're here to discipline, as in cheating
SC is composed of a legi§lative and make students comfortable," emBlount said one goal is to make
an executive branch. The legislative phasized the president.
"The senate is the voice of the stu- students more aware of what. SG does
branch consists of 43 senators elected
dent,"sai'd Blount. During the senate and how they can influence it.
by and representing each college.
The second function, said Blount, is meetings, held from 4-6 p .m. Tuesdays
Elections for this year's senate will be to improve conditions on campus. This in EN 359, students discuss and act on
hel~ the week of Oct. 13. Hopefuls
includes the · renovation of the Lake
must declare their candidacy during Claire facilities, construction of° rathe week of Sept.28.
_
quetball courts, coping with the parkElected offices in the executive ing demand, making Tegistration and
branch are president and vice presiadvisement more efficient
dent. Elections are held in April.
James Blount is the current president
The third function is to respond to ' by Donna Ellis
the major advantages and disadvanand Marcos Marchena is the vice presi- student's needs and demands. This in- Futurestaff
tages of the four-day work schedule,
dent.
·dudes, said Blount, instituting course
the conservation of energy, and the opUCF students, faculty and ad- tion of using the same type of schedule
ministrativt' personnel participating in in the future.
an experimental four-day work week
According to Dr. Dan Coleman,
over the summer quarter were recently Director of Institutional Research, the
asked to givr their opinions concerning results of the surveys ~ould not be
.
The mc'rger of the colleges of provides for another reapportionment
the program, but results of the poll are available until the end of October or
Natural Sciences, Humanities and Fine by the end of fall quarter, to be effecnot vet available.
the beginning of November.
Arts and Social Sciences into the tive for next yrar's elections.
Separate surveys were distributed to
The four-day work week was an exColkge of Arts and Sciences has promstudents, faculty, and administration perimental project granted by the state
The bill also provides that if a senate
pted a rt"apportionment of seats in the
in an attempt to evaluate the efficjency , university system. The main objective
seat
is vacant for two weeks, an ad for
Student Senate.
and possihilities of utilizing such a of the program was to curtail energy
The breakdown of the 43 seats is a seat in that college will be placed in
program in the future. Questions con- comsumption and cut down utility exthe Future. If there 'is no application
thus: Business Administration-8 . ·
cerning the efficiency of employees; the penses.
seats, Arts and Sciences-12, Education or appointment from that collrge the
qua] ity of education, transportation
It was estimated that approximately
6, Engineering 5, Health-Rela~edseat will brcome an "at-Large"
and
child
care
.
problems,
and
the
13.5,900
gallons of gasoline used by
2, General studies-2, At large-5
position, until it is resigned or elections
availability
of
university,
ad·students
and
faculty enroute tC! the
and resident Centers-3
·are held, where.by it would revNt to its
ministrative, and recreational services university would be conserved . A IO
Passed unanimously, Bill 12-65 original collegl>.
were among those listed.
percent savings in natural gas and
Other main concerns encompassed electric usagf? was also predicted.

hy Doug Marks

BHoclate editor

1

...

Work wee·k results held
.for survey conclusions

Senate Action ·

UCF student centers slated for winter opening
by Doug David .
Future staff

AIthough not t'xpectc'd to be completed until Feb 6, 1981, the new
Student Union and Student Health
Cent<'f arr ahead of schedule and
should bP fully operational by the first
of thP vear.
"We fully expect construction to be
eomplcted by Jan. I," said Bob Webb,·
~lirc·ctor of <'ampus planning.
Howrver. Wehb noted that Agaa rdJ uergesen. Inc., contractors for the'
$2.3 million project, have full control

The Studmt Health Cmter, going up
south of the Biological Scienct's
building, is in the final stagt'S c)f <·om. pletion and will include an X-ray
machine.
The prPscnt location of Health Ser-

Health center

' -- . - . .. ..... -- ·. .... -- . --...... -- ,. .. .. .. -- - . - - . .. ·I

over th·c, progress of construction up to
and prior to the originally contracted
completion date of Feb. o.
Webb said that his officr has had
total coop<:>ration from th<:> contractors
and up to this point has been "very
pleased wi.th the quality of constructicm and tlw progress lwing madt>."

...

vices will be vacatrd upon completion of the new building and will be
converted into other uses according to
Webb.
The Student Union, located northeast if the library, will house a new
expanded bookstore as well as several
meeting rooms, loungt's, restrooms and
a snack bar.
What will happen to the present
bookStore is unknown at this time but
WPbb. stated :that "man\' folks have
tht'ir t'yt's oi1 it."

In other d<.>velopments, the old
General Ass£'mbly Room in the Student
Cent<'f has become the new Student
Crnter Auditorium.

The new auditorium is complete
with stage curtains, lobby carpeting,
greater lighting capabilities and a
large projection screen.
The screen, mounted in the ceiling,
will accommodate movies when a
stage production requires that the
stage be set up for more than one
evening . .
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mnth-rc'latecl arc·as.
For morC' information , <:all thl'
Hotlirn· or drop b~· Spc'cial Sl'rVi<'<'S,
Admin . 282.

Sass tournament

Grant seminar
All you ever want('d kl know about
grants·--how to identify opportuniti<'s
and write proposals--will lw the topie
of a threC'-clav· srminar October I S- 17
at UCF.
.

Scouting · ·
Work with the Scouting program is
more than camping with local tr<?Ops.
People are neded to serv.e .on the
district level1/:z 'in finance, planning
and training.
You are invited to an Oct. 8 meeting to
learn about service opporttlnites. Central Florida Council Scout Executive
Ray Boyd will talk about the Scouting
program in the Board of Regents Conference room in the Administration
Bldg. at 2 p.m .

Love bugs
An' vour auto's windshield wipers
having. a tough time cutting through
the love bug gunk'? Clear it up--add a
I 0 perc('nt solution of ammonia to
your sprayer res{,"rvoir.

A.ccou~ting

Concluded I>\· the College ·of ExtcndC'd Studil's, th~, course' wi'll br taught
by edueator-author Dr. Edward D.
L<'a rY.
Tuiticin for the seminar is $2SO,
which includes a :300-pagc' "how to"
manual and lunc:lws. Registration information is available by ealling Extc'tHicd Studies at 27S-'2 I '23.

Future vs. WDIZ
The Future staff will take on the disc:
from WDIZ-Rock I 00 FM in a
nt'V<'r-to-b<.' rcmembNed softball game
this Sunday, St•pt. 28.
The game will start at l p.m. on one of
the lnill di<ltnonds south of the pool.
Students, staff and fac:ulh· arc invite-cl
to ehec'r on. tlw undl'fratc'd (W£' havp
1wvc'r played) staffers. Bring your own
ref n's h nwn ts.
joc:ke~ ·s

CONTl~OIN(;.

n\E

At>'1EN"TORES Of

Wrestlers wanted

Cheerleading
Th<' UCF ClwNIC'ad ing Squad
will hold tryouts for two female and
two male alternate positions on Mon- ·
da~ · , Oct. (i at :~~()() p.m . in the UCF
. gym. Tryout clinics will be held from
:3 :00 to S:OO p . 111. tlw wc•C'k of Sc'pt. 290ct . :3 , 1980. in front of tlH' E<luc:ation
Building. To sign up, c:all Anne'
Brciuglitott at 27S-2824.
WhL. 1 80)'5 AlllO GIRLS, IT'S TIME
F09, ANOi\-\ER.

Y~ACZ.

OF SOFTC

Help stop abu_se ·
Spouse Abuse, Inc., a sht'ltt>r for victims of domestic. violence', needs.voluntc.·ers to answer 'phones, pick up
donations, assist in the child developmC'nt program and work with clients.
Contact the Volunt('('r Coordinator at
628- 1227.
OF ..cooRSE
A RE

ANO 5161 LAiJ'T 'S A\IRE.1

LAFFS

l"\O£E

T\-\ MJ

I

·s oME' o!= us
"Lf.: ID - ~CIC'/

o·n-\e~s

! ....

\T'S SEEN A. ~EA.L "MELLOW''
SUMMER~ ANt> WE:'RE READY

To f'A.C.E THE:

f< El.A')(E01

society

The Student Accounting Socil'ty ,
Brta Alpha Psi, nwl'ts Fridays at noon
in FA2 IS . All interested students an'
invited to attend .

The third annual Muscular
Dvstrophv Bass Tournament will l>l'
hc:ld on th<' K issimmC'r Chain out of
Southport Park on Oct. S.
The tax-deductibl<' entry fee is $SO
pc'r angler, dul' by Oct. 4 . .All proceeds
go to MDA. First prize is a LuCraft
bass boat with a Mercury 150 h.p. .
motor. OthN prizes will b<:' donated by
Studmts intPn'sted in trying out for Evinrude, Lowra.ne<>, Lew Childr<',
the UCF wrestling team should contact Cordel 1and others.
The draw for partnrrs will be he~d
Coach Corso ·b\' Oct. 7. Call Ext. 22S6
or go to Ed ._ I S8. WomC'n intNC'sted in Oct . 4 at S p.m. at Southport. The
being manag<'rs should contact the tournament will last from safe daylight
coach . Twelve to fifteen women will lw to 4 p.m. Entry forms are available at
any Za yrl''s storr.
selected.·
For mon' info~mation, call Ron
Henderson at 299-3 8 I 0. -

'1'

FALL Qu.-.eit:R

~E FRE Sl-\eD 1 ~.N1)

LA-\0-~ACI<"/

Ai-It) \.\ \ S \U~P)'-C,£H.oc.Ky Slt>£Klc.K1
EL~O ~ co~tJ

SNA.'<f'

marketplace
roommates

help wanted

p~rs.onal

4 mi. from UCF 3 bdrm 2 bath home, AC·heat,
Wheelchair attendant needed. Call Fran Grenner Do it yourself, low cost suiling cruises to
pool·tennis .court, boat-fish-private lake. $595 1·
678-2881after6:00 PM.
Keys/Bahamas 65' ketch, capacity 17. No exyr. lease. J. Drenning 644-5642 or 425-7953.
perience
necessary.
Ideal
for
study
groups,
fun
Address & stuff envelopes at home. $800/mo
possible. Any age or location. See ad under groups, or individuals. Gather your people & we'll
Lost 1 red Nike booltbag HP65 calculator 1 ·ther·
Male roommate wanted near UCF'. $120/mo. share Business Opp. Triple "S".
· help with the rest. Contact Windward Bound 1535
·
modynamics & 1 pulse & digital book. If found
Yz ~tilities. Call Allen 277·8095.
Snapfinger Rd. Decatur, GA 30032. 14041 288Pt. time retail Siles help Tues. & Thurs. 10-6. 1259.
please contact 275-2117 VC.
·
Roommate wanted • $140/mo. & Yz bills. Hrly. wages & comm. Call Herbal World 896-1017.
Join or form carpool from Central Brevard.
Strawberry Fi,lds apts. 2 bdrm 2 bath. Call Kathy
Classes 10-2 PM. Mike 632-2741.
Addressers wanted immediately! Work at home •
671-4760 after 10:00 PM.
no experience necessary • excellent pay. Write/
Room, private bath & entrance in mobile home for National Service, 9041 Mansfield, Ste. 2004,
Shreveport, LA 71118. ·
female. 275-9483.
We provide typing dissertation/thesis/resumes &
all kinds of legal work on our Word Processor at
Part-time Pizza Hut JWanagement Opportunities.
Room • prefer female Christian grad student non· Learn management principles and practices while
most reasonable rates. Also remote dial dictation
smoker. 7 miles from UCF. $150/mo. Call after you complete your education and earn an above.
facilities avail. to qualified persons. Contac;t D1vid
6:00 PM 678-1232.
162-3671 &869-9651.
average salary at the same time. Send resume t9:
Semoran Management Corporation, J.080 WoodTYPING-25 yrs. experience gives quali.y work on For typing- IBM Selectric, call Jeffri 898-6598.
co,ck Road, Oralndo, FL 32803 or call 896-4461
Thesis, term papers, resumes, ect. IBM Sel. II.
for appointment. An Equal Opportunity Employer.
Editing, paper supplied. Marti, UCF 2811. H-365~EDDING PLAN~ED? Here's a special photo offer
•
LAKEFRONT lot on nearby Emerald Lake. Beautiful Spanish or French tutor is needed gradl.late 6874.
1ust for you. Sixty 160) beautiful color photos
75 ft. frontage, ready for . building. $12,500. student in that Language is preferred. Call 677 ..
ONLY $110.00. Call Vic Baur 896-4923 days or
Need typing done? Thesis, reports, resume, etc. tV'eS.
REALTOR Assoc. MARILYN Century 21 Homes & 7.071.
Call
677-1474.
Investments 273-3143 or 898-7001.
Needed • outgoing honest student to help sell our
new FOAM RUBBEDR DRINK INSULATORS to EXPERT TYPING: 18 yrs. exp. Full time. Tenn Gay Social' Services of Central Florida often.,.
Help yourself to this Park Manor home : 2 bdrm,
school groups & to local stores. Good comm. .. papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc. Correction legal · and medical referral, counseling, hi>t line
family rm, fireplace, new carpet, lots more. Perfec
easy
to sell. Contact Walter R. Wofford, PO Box tr-f spelling, gl'lm1111r, punc. and editing included. with tr.ned members & social activities. For in·
t for singles, couple, rental investment. Just
formation ~11843-2750.
5243, Jackson, MS 39216.1601) 354-2646.
Reaso111ble. C1ll_Bea 678-1386.
$29,900. REALTOR Assoc. MARILYN ·century 21
Homes & Investments 273-3143 or 898-7001.
Accurate typing-1st ..class work. T.hesis, reports, MCAT-DAT Review Course. Take the course inAIRLINES
resumes, etc. Paper provided. Reasonable rates.
dividually in Atlanta in 3 to 5 days. P. 0. Box
Major
airlines
are
now
hiring
for
the
following
opHonda 79 CB750K beautiful bike. 50 MPG. $1800.
Call Tracey. 645-1658 after 6.
77034, Atlanta, GA 30309. 1404) 874-2454.
portunities:
Call after 3:30 PM 671-5308.
FLIGHT ATTENDANTS
A typed P1P1r is not the same thing as 1 PAPER
TICKET AGENTS
FREt PREGNANCY TESTING
TYPED WELL. Get the benefit of 15 y11rs exColonies - 1 bdrm condo, patio, pool, tennis, laun·
RAMP & BAGGAGE PERSONNEL
-Pregnant? Need help? 841-2223
dry, walk to shopping. Call 671-2361.
perience including knowledge of fonn11ts of most
CUSTOMER SERVICE
state univenities 1nd 1ssurance of 1ccu111cy ..ith
Free Pap smear and breast exam
1972Yz Triumph Bonneville 650. Great on gas, fun
RESERVATIONS AGENTS
1n llM Correcting Selectric. PleHe e1ll Susie
.Call for appointment-Counseling for men
to ride. $700. 277-0727.
CLERICAL POSITIONS
647-44511fter 2.
-~E!A C~ter,. 419 N. Mag'1olia, Ori.
•---------------,;__~ Individuals interested in applying with these
airlines companies must be career oriented, have
a public relat.ions personality, be willing to travel Typing services • professional work at reasonable ABORTION SERVICES, birth control information,
jf required, & be in good health. For further info. rates. IBM Selectric II. Grammar, spelling, punc. pregnancy tests and counseling. VD screening, low
Free paper. Delivery service avail. Patti cost, confidential services. ·
on how to immediately apply directly with major corrected.
D'Amours 678-2599.
Central Florida Women'~
airlines companies, write to:
Health Organization
TRAVELEX,
INC.
PART-TiME INTERNS-.:P OPPORTUNITY
Typing woes? For fast relief,. co~tact Judy at 275609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando
ATTN:
AIRLINES
APPLICATION
INFORMATION
An Orlando professional insurance services firm is
2351 or 677-1902.
898-0921
3865 S. WASATCH BLVD. STE.101
currently interviewing for part-time internships.
SALT
LAKE
CITY,
UTAH
84109
For additional information, please call Jeff Suffes
Please indicate briefly · your background, what
at 849-6250. An equal opportunity employer m/f.
airlines position(s) you are interested in applying
for, & enclose a stamped, self.addressed envelope
ABORTION SERVICES, Free pregnancy test, low
Address & stuff envelopes at home. $800/mo.
so that you may receive further info. as to what
~ost birth control. Privacy, confidentiality guaran-:
possible. Offer, send $1 (refundable) to: Triple ' steps to take so that possible interviews might be rofessional typing. 15 yrs. exp. IBM Electric.
teed. Birth Control Center, Inc., 725 N. .Magnolia
11
S", 869-C Juniper Rd, Pinon Hills, CA 92372.
arranged by these airlines. All major airlines com- Spelling, punc. & grammar corrected. Paper
Avenue. Available by phone 24 hours a day: 422·
r vided. Call Ginney 273-8407 • • . . ' . , • • • • 0606; ~r toll free 1(8001432-851 l . ,
.P. rue~ . ~ .JS!UA~ o ~~ T~~ l!~P•I P ~Y~RS
Free·room & board for female 3 miles from UCF.
282-0477 Larry for details . .

services

r-------------------1

for sale

business
·opportunities

.

I
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UCF ·band marches On despite ·delays
by Deborah Deal
Future staff

If the new UCF marching band is who can fit band in their· schedul~,"
h:aving any big problems it isn't said Gardner. "So we are still
students apathy or lack of . Instead, the auditioning and we are particularly on
problem has been getting instruments the lookout for brass pla ye-rs."
to pla y.
To join the .band, which meets as a
Associate Professor Jerry Gardner,
regularly scheduled two-credit class,
director of bands, said he is sorry to see a4ditions are required. "But I hope the
"all that great enthusiasm the students idea of a audition isn't scaring people
have fade when they are accepted for a
away," said Gardner.
"These ·
position in the band but there isn't any . auditions aren't as much an admi~sions
instrument to practice on."
test as they are a placement test and a
Student Government furnished the
chance for me to get to know · the
funds and the instruments have been students personally."
bought, but haven't arrived yet. "I
Gardner said anyone with previous
imagine they're on a truck somewhere
experience in a high school band is
between here and Chicago," said 9ar- welcome and should contact him imdner.
~ediately. "Right now we have about ·
Because they are not able to prac75 people involved . With a few more
tice, the premiere performance of the
late joiners and the auxiliary groups,
band will be set back until October.
(dance team, flag corps, rifle team) we
"If we are having .any problem getexpect to have well over 100 people,"
1
ting students, it's wi.th finding people ;he said.
·,,

Jerry Gardner

Kevin Mason/Future

Aaron-Rents
Furniture

· f3aptist Campus Ministry
"Becoming Christ-Minded"
University of Central ;Florida
Orlando, Florida

STUDENT CONTRACTS
TELEVISION RENTALS

WEEKLY SCHEDULE
Tuesday, I :00-l :SO p.m.
V.C.211

5232 SOUTH .ORANGE AVE.
851-5810

Wednesday, 12:00-12:50 p.rn.
Knight Room

3!l:IJ:l•*™41=!•I•~ ·
_
,.,,-)

~~>-: :·';:/

Ladi~s·

All Doro

BOAT ·SHOES
4.styles to choose from
sizes 5 to. rn N's & M's

$37

F.L.1.P Meeting (Fellowship,
. Guest Speakers, Singin.g)

1

I
I

Frida.Y, 7:·1'.5-7:55 a.m.
· Knight Room

Student-led Bible Study

\

Morning Manna, Prayer Meeting

I

I

. VALUES TO
··
less $8.00 I

I
I
Exp. 10/8-/80 I

SPECIAL EVENTS

w/coupon only

Hopper's Shoe Tree
MC/VISA

-------------------------9J
~i,\'.>j

..u.e.~'
~~~~

FALL RETREAT, OCTOBER 24-25
INTRAMURALS
MUSIC-DRAMA TEAM (Auditions in October)
FAMILY GROUPS (To Fit Your Schedule}°

/1 _

•
•
•
•

H·OPPER'S
SHOE

Penaljo
Candles
Joyce • Aigner
Hush Puppies ...
108 Park Ave. S. (across from R.R. station) Winter Park

TREE

For More Information, Contact Hal Burke, Directior;
Monday and Thursday 293-0450
Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday VC 211 Ext. 2468

.
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Accomplishments and Services
· Proof that its woli
DENTAL AID: The Dental Clinic began operation in July of 1979 as
a pilot program. Its main purpose has been to offer dental services
at little or no charge to students. The services include
examinations by the dentist, x-rays, flouride treatments and .
referrals. Because of the tremendous response to the program, we
have recently acquired a professional teeth cleaning machine.
These services are .available by appointment only at 275-2413.
•Teeth Cleaning
•X-rays
•Check-ups
These sertjces are located in SC 219. For more information or to
make an appointment,-call 275;.2413.
.·
EXERCISE TRAIL: Spurred on and partially financed by Student
Government, the UCFExercise Trail opened in Winter Quarter.
Located adjacent to the southern entrance to campus, the Trail
opened in Winter Quarter. Located adjacent to the southern entrance to campus, the trail provides a scenic environment for
physical fitness.
YEARBOOK: For the first time in seven years, UCF has a yearbook
courtesy of Student Government. With the enthusiasm of last year
expected again, the Pegasus will be returning. We are looking forward to , the second edition of what will hopefully be a UCF
tradition. Yearbo~ks can be reserved through Centralized Services. ·

CENTRALIZED SERVICES: Centralized Services provides UCF
students, faculty and staff with a variety of services including
discount movie and are attraction tickets. In addition, babysitting,
typing and car pooling services are available. Centralized Services
is currently located in the Student Center .but plans to relocate to
the Kiosk are being pursued.
•Discount Movie Tickets
•East-West Expressway Passes
•Book Exchange
•Concert Tickets
•Theater Tickets
·•Area Attraction Tickets
•Babysitting Refe~ral
•Typing Service
Centralized Services is located in SC 217 or call 275-2191 for information.
STUDENT DIRECTORY: UCF's second annual student directory
will be available following add-drop. This directory will contain the ·
names -and telephone numbers of many UCF students who voluntarily provided the information. Be sure to pkk up your copy.
FO~GIVENESS POLICY: S.G. will present "limited forgiveness"
pohcy proposals that the Faculty Senate will address when they
meet in fall quarter.
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LEGAL SERVICES: Legal Services has proven valuable to many
students since its inception two year ago. The attorney employed
through this program is av·a Hable for counseling in · non-criminal
cases of special relevance such as landlord/tenant disputes, wills,
divorce, name changes, and the like. Consultation is available by
appointment. This service has saved UCF students thousands of
dollars in legal fees. ·
•Landlord/Tenant Problems
•Consumer Problems
•Non-criminal Traffic Cases
•Divorce
.
•Conversion of Property
•Name Change
Go ..to SC_210 if you need advice. Call 275-2538
PEER ADVISEMENT: Implemented by S.G. in the school ·year
1979-80, has been expanded with the aid of university funding.
This out$tanding servi.c e will continue to serve as a model for other
universities.
.
EAST/WEST EXPRESSWAY: Discount coupon booklets are
available to UCF students wishing to use the East/West Expressway. Many commuter students are currently taking advantage
of this program.
.
·
LAKE CLAIRE: S.G. is in the process of completing the renovation
of the Lake Claire recreational facility. When it reopens it will include 3 pavillions, a new beach area, barbecue pits, picnic tables,
irrigation landscaping.

CREATIVE SCHOOL FOR CHILDREN: Since its creation in 1976,
S.G. has funded the child care center. Recently the name has been·
changed to the Creative School for Children. The Creative School is
an educational research center for child development available to
the young children of UCF students and employees. Because of the
success ~f the program the state has provided funding for its expansion.
CONCERTS: One of the many events scheduled for UCF's first
football homecoming is a two show· performance featuring, " Ambrosia". Tickets will go on sale soon.
BUS LINES: A close look at the proposed shuttle service found it to
be financially unfeasable. Other possibilities are presently being
examined as S.G. continues to recognize the need for transportation alternatives.
·
As proposed, the Dome behind the pool
NAUTILUS:
has been converted into a weight room open to all students. There
is a combina·tion of free weights and Nautilus eq.uipment. Please
contact Recreational Services for operating hours,. .
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION: S.G . . will remain in close working
relations with the appropriate departments to develop ~d expand
the services provided for minority students.
TYPING RO.OM: This service has been moved to the third floor of.
the library and it is presently fully operational. Student assistants
have been placed in the ~oom to cut down on vandalism and report.
breakdowns faster.
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Drugs, alcohol pose problems
Teenage
drinking
•
on rise

·counseling
available
for abu-s ers

•

Barbara Cowell
Menacing Editor

By Kathleen F oronda
Future Staff

L. W. is only one of the million of
Americans who drink. He is also one
of the every 10 of these Americans who
are alcoholics. He has yet to admit he
has a problem.
Basically, the disease of alcoholism
is defined as a physica.l or mental ·
dependence on alcohol. Literally, you
need a drink to help you through your
lifestyle.
According to Dr. Charles Unkovic,
professor · of Sociology, women now
Tom M•ttdowitz/Future..
make up half of the number of
Alcohol abuse is becoming a bigg':r problem with · both
alcoholics. At one time one fourth of
women and teen~ger~.
all drinkers were women. Unkovic
whourean~hingbeyond~coh~and~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ says that women have come out of the
closet with their drinking.
marijuana. There is only a small
There is also a rising number, of
minority (of students) with a serious
teenage alcoholics. "One out of every
drug problem," Nickeson said.
20 teens becomes an alcoholic,"
"Out of the total number who are
U nkovic said. "There is a gener~l
seen over the year only about five or 10
trend away from hard drugs and
. percent have a drug-related problem,
toward alcohol.
They're drinking
and less than one percent are severe."
more than smoking pot. Parents allow
After building rapport with a client,
the drinking behavior more than smokNickeson said he then considers which
Drug Myths
counseling is best. "If it's something like
ing."
Teenagers also become alcoholics
alcohol, I say,'you've got to stop drink- I. Drugs are capable of creating sexual
quicker than adults. "Within six moning before I'll even work with you." desire rather than reducing inhibitions. Alcohol Myths
"It's futile if he doesn't stop, because 2. Marijuana is a narcotic and is ad- 1. A person cannot become a ths they can be alcoholics," Unkovic
alcoholic simply by drinking beer.
said. Adults usually take five to ten
he can see me one day and then go out dicting.
2.
Alcohol
is
not
a
drug.
3.
Barbituate
withdrawal
is
often
years.
with his friends al).d get drunk the same
3. Moderate consumption of alcohol i
more severe than heroin withdrawal.
He also points out that schools don't
evening," Nickeson said.
:
usually
not
harmful
to
the
body.
do much in the area of alcohol abuse.
Nickeson emphasizes the idea that · 4. Sprays like vegetable oil, hair
Unkovic, who is .also president of the
· 'you.'re stopping for you, not me' to his-. sprays, spray paint are some f the most 4. L.iquor taken straight will affect yo
more than liquor mixed with water.
commonly abused inhalants.
Board of Directors for the
clients
•
"H it's a serious drug problem, like 5. Drug addiction is the use of a drug 5. There are IO million alcoholics i Metropolitan Alcoholism Council of
Central Florida said there are three
the person is "strung out" on heroin, for other tha_n medicinal purposes America.
~hich results in the impaired physical,
basic types of alcoholics. First, there is
we usually refer them to a hospital or
the chronic alcoholic who drinks all
agencies such as Thee Door, because mental, emotional, or social well-being 1---F
2---F
of the user.
the time. This is more the skid row
w.e don't have the facilities to handle a
3---T
type of drinker that only makes up five
problem that serious," said Nickeson.
1--T
4.:__T
percent of all alcoholics. - The situaLaura Gonzalez, counselor at Thee
2---F
5---F
tional drunk is someone who can't hanDoor, said the majority of the clients
3---T
dle
situations in life such as going
use alcohol but that it is not their
4---T
priro'a'r y problem.
through a divorce.
The weekend
5---T
,alcoholic has a need to · obliterate
If a}Gohol is the main problem, then
they are referred a center that ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- herehe~ruchasJheha~sh~job
specifically treats alcoholism.
Who are these men and womel). that
"We deal with all drug abuse proare our nation's alcoholics According
blems in the Central Florida area,
to the National Council on Alcoholism ,
other th!ln alcohol,"Gonzalez said.
the average alcoholic is a person in his
Gonzalez said the first step is an
early thirties with a good job, home
"intake session" where the client and
and family. Chances are two to one
counselor "assess the situation." The
that they began drinking in high school ·
person then comes in once a week or ·
and the chances are even greater that
biweekly for counseling and-or treatone or both of the parents suffered
ment.
from alcoholism.
Depending oir, an individual, a long
Alcoholism· is a disease that creeps
term or short term treatment plan is
up on the victim and becomes more
drawn on the ·outset. "But that depends
violent with each passing year. Usualon how long a pers<;m's been using a
ly it ends in permanent mental
drug, · what type of drug, the body
damage, physical incapacity or early
chemistry ... " she said;
death. Alcoholism destroys health.
Gonzalez said many of the cases inThe victim is susceptil?le to infections,
volve the mixture of Qtiaaludes and
diseases of the liver, heart, brain, and
alcohol.
other organs to cancer, to permanent
institutionalization because of the
· Gonzalez estimated a short term to
brai~ damage.
be · about 30 days and long term of
about three months.
One of the first steps toward solving an alcohol problem is admitting
Drug . counseling tends to be long
there is a problem. "Alcoholism is a
term, she said. "Not usually something
family dis~ase," Unkovic said. "The
you deal with in two months."
whole family must deal with it."
According to Cleve Reed, another
Unkovic believes that once an
Thee Door counselor, "One out of
alcoholic, always an alcoholic. But,
every three returns for one reason or 1
Tom
M_.lowtb/FutuN
another.""
The statistics are staggering... one-tenth of the nation's
Alcohol page 9
. Drugs, page 9
driv~rs, me~ and women, are alcoholics ...
Jack,. a tenth grade dropout, is struggling with a drug problem anmd
doesn't know where to go for help.
UCF students or their friends can go
for counseling for drug-related problems to ·the Developmental Center or
to ·Thee Door drug treatment' r
and
rehabHatative center. - - ·
,
According to Dr. Carl Nickeson, a
· Developmental Center counselor, all
records are kept confid~ntial. Last
summer Nickeson said he counseled
about four or five students per day. "I
don't think there are a lot of students.

Drug
Myths

Alcohol
.Myths

HoW m~ch do you really know
about drugs and alcohol?

Page9
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Drugs

Federally funded , the centt>r sponsors several programs, including
methadone treatment for ·users of
opium derivative drugs such as heroin,
and "Treatment Alternative to Street
Crime(TASC)" designed to help drug
abusers who have been arrested for
street
crimes.
Orlando's Thee Door branch ;
located at 100 W. Columbia St., has
three counselors 3;nd one "intake"
counselor. The methadone treatment
center has a · separate staff. There is
also one doctor and two nurses on duty, with a 24-hour hot-line service.
Gonzalez said many problems are
behind drug abuse. She cited peer
pressure an<l family problems as frequent
causes.
"Very often, incest or rape will lead
a person to abusing drugs to help cope
or deal with it," she said. "We tend to
have more white men in their late teens
to early 20s, with white females . second . "
A certain percentage ·of the client's
income is d~ducted for fees, but Gonzalez noted, "We would never refuse
anybody because they couldn't pay."
Students seeking aid can make an appointment with ~ne of the three
counselors at the Developmental
Center, Dorm C, Room 116.

4}

Alcohol

from pages
they can't be helped until the problem
has been faced . They need to get
beyond 'I can 't live without the drink.'
Unkovic added that he doesn't believe
that alcoholics can't become social
drinkers.
The problem of admitting
alcoholism has been aided by the recent disclosures of notable figures dealing with alcohol abuse. Those people
have included Joan Kennedy, Betty
Ford, and Wilbur Mills.
. Between 20 to 40 percent of
! alcoholics· can be helped according to ·
· Unkovic .
Therefore, he stresses
·prevention rather than cure.
. Among staggering statistics about
alcoholics are these facts: one-tenth of
~the nation's drivers, men and women,
.
are alCoholics ... alcoholics have a nearly 45 percent greater chance of dying
in automobile accidents than
nonalcoholics.

from page 8

Alcohol Quiz
4. Do more people seem to be treating
l'. Do you so·metimes feel a .little guilty you unfairly without good reason?
about your drinking?
5. Do you sometimes stay drunk for
2. are there certain accasions when days at a time?
you have been .drinking 'heavily? 6. Do' you get t«:>rribly frightened after
availablr?
yo have been drinking heavily?
3. Do yo.u often find that you wish to 7. Do you ever wake µp the "morning
continue drinking after Y'?Ur friends after" and discover that you could not
say you've had enough?
rl'memher part of the evenin~ before,
\

UCFHILLEL

even though your friends tell you that
you did not pass out?
8. Do you try to avoid fami)y or close
friPnds while you are drinking?
9. Are you having an increasing number of financ ial and work problems?
1o.. ·Do you sometimes feel very
depress«:>d an:d wonder whether life is
worth living?

I

·t;J·

I

BETTE MlDLER
IS

First Bagel Brunch of the Quarter
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 19th, J98.0
10:30 am
Student
.
. Organizations Lounge
.

I

Come help us plan this year's events.

-

Elections of new officers will be held.

'

·Call Nancy-869-6036, Carol-862-5610,
or Mark-27 5-2233 for further details.
,

FREE!

::
I

'

·goawa)r.

'
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counseling students:
Miller said he hopes 'the Office o[
Futwe~tatf
Resear.ch -" wiil be renamed the EducaUCF's College · of Education h~s tional ReseaFch Institute'. "It provide-s
revamped its total organizational more· ·i dentity as a viable part of the
structure, running under three in.s tead Co~·lege of Educahon,"he said.
of four department heads and placing
On.ce the name is approved by vice-.
its research office on a full time basis.
President Leslie Ellis, President ColAccording to Dean Calvin C. Miller,
bourn, Academic Affairs and the
-. both faculty and staff have been
Board of Regents, Miller said such supreassigned to different ~reas.
. porhs more advantageous when the inDr. William Esler . now ~hairs the
stitute applies for a grant.
Department of Educational Founda"We help to secure more outside funtions., Dr. Robert Martin chairs the
ding and serve as a facilitator for
Department of Instrudional Programs
faculty in research," said Dr. Marcella
and the Department of Educational
Kysilka, director of th~ Office of
Services is being chaired by Dr. John
Research.
W. Powell.
Kysilka said the department is now
"If a person is go~ng to be a teacher,
involved
with a Dean's grant, where
there are basic things he needs to
members
are trained in workfaculty
kn9w, that is where Educational Foundations comes "in," Miller said. Some
areas covered by the department are .
Psychological Foundations, General
Methods and Stlident Teaching.
by Michele Simos

ing witp handicapped students. "They
in turn can train their students," . she
said. · Kysilka said the · grant is a
$50.000 renewable grant involving 12
facul~v members.

received any negative feedback_from
other facuity.
'
A new addition of the College of
Education is Teacher Educatiqn
Centers, chaired . by Dr. Robert

·
Rothberg
Rothberg's department
The department is also working
coordinates non-credit programs and
toward a metric grant, and a Cuban
workshops with teachers in public
refugee research grant.
schools within 11 districts serving
"We've done a lot of grant writing, UCF.
over $100,000 in vocational grants
Miller said the change was necessary
which train .teachers to teach vocaafter l 2 years of essentially the same
tional skills," Kysilka said.
organizational structure.
RepresenThe faculty comes here, and "we try tatives from other colleges reviewed
to get a funding source for them," she the structure and recommended the
said. Kysilka is being assisted by a change to the College of Education.
secretary and graduate assist~nt.
Miller sa'id a self study was made in
"I con~ider the new organization a .1978, with the restructuring f~llowing.
better means to operate efficiently,"
Martin said. He added that he has not

Career service raises available

Fufure ataff

Miller said once a student has finished course work in the Instructional
Secretaries, data processing technicians, and Financial
Programs, he will be qualified to teach Aid counselors will be eligible this year to receive salary
in any one of the areas of specializa- boosts based on individual performance.
According to Robert Schaal,. director of personnel at UCF,
tion. These include Business Education, Science, and Foreign Languages. "This year's salary package includes merit allocations which
have bee absent in salary increases in the past few years."
. "Educational Services not only pro- Discretionary/Merit Advancements have been approved for
vides certification, but also an oppor- ca~eer ser~ice employe~s (st~te employees) ~ho have worked
tunity for other · jobs in the commurii- sahsfactonly for the university for at least six months.
· J ·F
M'll · "We have three groups of employees on campus,'? said
ty , ,, M. 1·11 er· saLn:
or examp 1e, 1 er S h l Th
f
l
d · ·
·
f ·
l cl
t t d th t
. h b bl
c aa .
ey are acu ty, a rmmstrat10.n, pro esswna an
sae
a someone mig t e a e to care~r service employees. While the former two categories
cou n~~l .people at. Thee . . Door fall under the jurisdiction of the Board of Regents, career
rehab1litat1ve center, m addition to service employees are und~r the direction of th.e Department

of Administration (DOA), a state ·agency. Therefore, they
must adhere to the same rules and regulations as other state
e~ployees.

Ordinarily, pay increases come under three classifications:
competitive adjustment: a set increase by the state to r~spond
to current labor market conditions; guaranteed 3:djustment:
automatic pay increases for employees who have satisfactorily worked for at least six months. The amount of
allocation depends on inflation and ranges from 2.5-4.5 percent; other adjustments: pay upgrade for employees with less
than six months satisfactory service.
·
In no case did an individual's salary· exceed 15 percent in
their range, said Schaal. He added that the state will review
salaries in certain classifications again in January.

BLACK STUDENT UNION
FALL ELECTIONS
p·o sITIONS OPEN:

SENATE SEATS:

SENATE
VICE-PRESIDENT II
SECRETARY
FINANCE DIRECTOR
PRO·G RAM DIRECTOR
ATTORNEY GENERAL

2 BUS·I NESS SEATS
2 EDUCATION SEATS
·2 ENGINEERI.N G SEATS
6 ARTS & SCIENCE SEATS
1 AT LARGE SEAT

(All seats wi.JI be filled by student elections. Petitions to qualify
to -run may be obtained in the B.S.U. C~ntral. Office in Village Center 141.
Twenty five signatures are necessary to qualify for any seat.)

"l

FILE DECLARATION OF CANDIDACY
SEPTEMBER 30-0CTOBER 7, 1980

1i
1·
I'

ACTIVE CAMPAIGNING
OCTOBER 8~0CTOBER 20,1980
VOTING WILL BE IN FRONT OF SNACK BAR:
OCTOBER 21, 1980 lO:OQ am-4:00pm
OCTOBER 22, 1980 10:00am-4:00pm

~i
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TO

.AIR

FORCE · .ROTC

Air
Force
ROTC can give
more val'ue to your
college years· and
help you pay ·for your ·
schooling at the ·same
time. Qualified students
·may compete for AFROTC
scholarships at the 2, 2¥2, 3,
3%, and 4 ·ye.a r points. The
scholarships pay for tuition,
_required textbooks, and laboratory fees, plus a $100 per
month tax-free subsistence
allowance. Many students also
enroll in AFROTC on a nonscholarship basis.

For Additional Information Contact:

If

you have
two years of
college remaining
(graduate or undergraduate), you may
compete for the two-year ·AFROTC program
and still receive $100 per
month even if you don't qual=
ify for a scholarshipo Plus,
there i.s flight instruction for
qualified students, a commission as a second lieutenant
after graduation, and the re . .
sponsibility and challenge of .
·an Air Force professional ma11:.,.
agement position.

Professor of Aerospace Studies
Classroom Building, Suite 310
UNI'VERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
Telephone: (305) 275-2264

AIR FORCE ROTC: Gateway to a great way of life.

~..

•

~.

I

, .. f o I •

I

I

If~

I'

I . f 0,

of• ff.*
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f f f IO . . .
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New offices
created for
students·

the game room open until 11 p.m. The Registrar 's Offi ce will
be open until 7 p.m ., a nd the Health Genter will have 24
hour service, according to Fisher.
He said he will remain the director of Academic Peer Advisement and a dvisor to fraternities. Fisher has also been
named the Director of Area Campus Student Services.
"These are services for students in the South Orlando Branch, Daytona Bea.ch, and Cocoa, where such services have not
existed i~ the past."
.
Though no new programs or surveys have been developed ,
Broughton said the Research and Special Programs Department will begin offering assistance in writing grants and
following through with grant applications. She said she will
continue to work with the Pa nhellinic Council and Special
Se rvi ces.
_
.
According to Dr. LeVester 1 ubbs , Associ ate Vi ce Pres ident
of Student Affairs, some examp les of resea r ch th a t he would
like to see conducted by th e n ew department a re " Student
Views of the Pol ice D ep a rtment,". " A Drinking a ge Survey,
a nd an ad ho c committee on va nda lism ." Tub bs sa id su cQ_
su rveys w ere condu cted b y the Uni ve rsity of Massachusettes.
Students' opinions on the topi cs w ould be poll ed.
Other cha nges in the Offi ce of Stu dent Affa irs include Dr .
C.W. ·Brown as D ean of Students a nd Dr . Ca rol Wilson a s
Associate D ear of Students.
Both Brown and Wilson said they are pl eased with th e
r estru cturing, sa ying office man power is more effi cientl y
utilized . " I likw it very much, the change has increased
student contact," Wilson said . .

Evening Student _Services and Research and ,Special
Programs are two new departments whi ch have been created
as a result of the reorganizational structuring t9 the Office of
Student Affairs at UCF.
Dr. Pete Fisher will head the Evening Student Services
Department and Anne Broughton, the department of Resear. ch.and Special Programs.
"Our objective is to provide evening students with the services day students receive," said Fisher. The offi ce, located
in AD282 will be open from 5-6 Monda y through Thursday,
beginning this quarter, a ccording to Fisher.
He sa id no evening classes ha ve been schedul ed for
Fridays.
"There is a large popul a tion o ut h ere after fi ve, and ever y
m ajor is represented ," h e sa id. Working with F ishe r w ill be a
gra du ate assista nt, a Student Services representa ti ve, two
students'from Veteran 's Affairs, and a Special Serv ices tutor.
F ish er sa id info rm a tion on o ther serv ices such as F ina nci a l
Aid and the Student Uni o n will be ava ila ble.
" If I ca n ' t help a student, say in F in a nc ial Aid , he'll fill o ut
a conta ct form a nd I :..Vil! ta lk to the F ina nc ia l Ai d Dep ar.:
tment for the student." F isher said. If the student has to m eet
with a Financial Aid representative, Fisher said an appointment would he m a de for the student after 5.
Arrangements ha•re also been made for a night.manager to
be present in the Student Center until 9 p.m. all week, with

SCRUB SUITS

·aob~ s·Auto' Service·

NATURAL 100% COTTON

2181. Rou~e Lake Roa~
·Approx. 3 miles from UC~

{2% Shrinkage) -

Jade Green
Sizes: Small, Medium, Large, Extra Large

Scrub Shirt

, 273-6006

Scrub Trousers

$10.50-

$8.50

· Total CarCare ·
Specializing . ·in ~.ransmission repair, .· major
. engine , work.
Hig~ perforl'.ftanc~· ·wor~

SHIPPING AND HANDLING $1.00 EACH ITEM.

1.

ALLOW 4 WEEKS FOR DEL.NERY

r------------------------------

l

1

DEUTSCH INTERNATIONAL INC.
P. 0. Box 7123, Orl ando, Florida

I

-

32854

·F,relg~ & ~qiestic·.

Name:

Address:

Stole:

City:

SHIRT
TROUSERS

I
I
I

QTY,

I
I
I

SIZE

I ~~gE

.Paint & ~dy Shop · ·Towing Service
.free ride back to school while servicing car.

Zip:

TOTAL

T
I

O Check

0 Money
Order

SUNWAV MARKET ·II

iOTAL
Add 4% iox In Fi e.

$1.00 each 11om
Shipping & Handling

START .YOUR
.WEEKEND PARTY .PORK SPARE RIBS
3-S LI. AVERAGE WITH AKEG OF
BEER FROM~ ONLY 99~/LB.
SUNWA~
f, 11 P.

GRAND iOTAL

--------------------~------------------------------~

WELCOME NEW STUDENTS!
The First Baptist Church of Oviedo
Dr. William R. Marr, Pastor
Stan Tillman,

Minis~er

of Youth & Education

Just five 1'.111.les North of U.C.F. on Alafaya Trail

,....

I
I.

__________________________
SPECIAL COUPON·
50¢

I EXPIRES 10/3/80

SAVE so~ ON ANY
SUNWAYSUB

50¢

SANCTUARY

49· ~.
wiih a purchase
of *10.00 or more

Metro Orlando's·Oldest Baptist Church

Fresh! Alive! Exciting! Bible-Centered!
Evangelistic! A-Church on the Grow!
Anchored to the rock, and planning for th' future!
College & Career Bihle Stud~· 9:45 am. Morning \\'orship I 0:55 am
College & Carc<.•r Growth Group 6:00 pm. Warm Eve. Worship 7::rn pm
Wednesday-Prayer Meeting. 7 pm plus 4 choirs for d1ildn·n thm adults
Thurs.-7:30 pm.-IMPACT Enscmhl<.· now open for new· colleg(• stud(•nts

.C o-Sponsor of U.C.F. Baptist Campus Ministry

U.C.F. STUDENTS ARE WELCOME AT ALL TlMES
Call for free van transportation

Officc-:l65-H84
24-Hour

Messa~c

Servict•

I

Pastor's llonw - :J65-:H::i~

(eicl~ding ta•a~ale grocery)

(li1nit two)
OPEN DAILY
9AM-10PM

TRY ONE OF
BIO BILL'S 7
FABULOUS
16" SUBS

11039 EAST COLONIAL DR.
ORlANDO, FLORIDA 32806
277-8820

GROUND BEEF
mRALEAN
1.39/lh.
S LBS. OR MORE
SAVE 30t/lb.

.,

I

I
WITH COUPON I

-----------------------WHOLE FRYERS

BUILDING

.

OPEN DAILY
9AM-tOPM

l

V"I

0

SUNWAV •
MARKET
AlAFAVATR.

' -

"
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Sights & Sounds
'Rock 'n roll' invades
fall concert lineup
by Marshall Hamlin

Carr, which in my opinion, is the finest
concert hall in Central Florida. But
For you that live in this area, or are let's get back to the facts.
Again in Lakeland, on October 1_9,
returning to Orlando for school, this
article might not provide much insight thr BEACH BOYS will arouse your
memories of thr surf. sun· and sixties .
in the "rock seem'" surrounding you.
But, for vou new students, who are not Then, for the "Southern Rockers·" , on
overwh~lmed by rush parties or find- Octol)('r
25.
THE
ALLMAN
ing a reserved seat at a local tavern, BROTHERS and THE HENRY PAUL
thi·s might provide some useful enter- BAND'will fry your grits .
For you blues fanatics, B.B. KING
tainment tidbits:
Thr next three months promise to be will perform at the Great Southern
eventful ones for the avid concert goer. Music Hall in Orlando on October 30.
Let's examine some of the finN shows
So far for November, two rocking
to come. To pep up the first dreary bands ar<' scheduled. On Nov«:>mber 9,
week oJ classes, one might consider THE DOOBIE BROTHERS promise to
taking the hike west. on I-4 to the "smoke" at Lakeland. Then, for you
Lakeland Civic Center (60 miles), who crave audio abuse, VA~ HALEN
where FOG HA rand EDDIE MONEY will attack .· Central Florida-first on.
are scheduled to jam tonight. · If 60 Novpmbrr 14, at the St. PetNsburg
miles srrms like a long drive', grt used Bayfront Centrr, thrn the following
to it: fclr most big bands pNform at the rvening in Lakel~md. Becaus<' these
I 0,000 seat Lakrland Civic Center.
two shows arr rescheduled, vrry few
Also tonight, at Stetson Univrrsi.ty in seats ar<' left. 'so grab one fast if you'd
Dc·lancl, tbC' ATLANTA · RHYTHM likl' to be l>lown away-·.
SECTION will perform.
Looking for into thC' future', to prime
One of the finer shows to visit Cen- yoursC'lf for finals werk, on Dt>cembc'r
F lorida in thC' we<'ks to come will lw 6 KANSAS is sclwdulc'cl ttl hPadlinr at
g'uitarist rxtraorclinarr JEFF BECK LakC'land. And of cours<', what would
Octolwr 4, at Lakc.'land. The following a Central Florida New Year's Eve be
Thursday, October 9, LINDA RON- wi!hout the traditional OUTLAWS
STADT will play in Lakeland. Don't show in Lakeland.
get oyerly excited though, for Linda
You all can bet your financial aid
babv" is already sold out.
chrc:ks that more co_ncerts
be anHere in O~lando at Bob Carr nounc:t'd for the months to come.
Auditorium on October 16, th<' very'
Ticket prices rangt' from $6 to $12
talented TODD RUNDGREJ'\J will ex- depmding upon the show, and can be
pand your musical · taste's.
This bought at various locations in the
promisC's to be an excdlent concert, not Orlando area, including Altarhonte
only beC:·ause of Rundgren's expt•rtise, Mall, Fashion Square and The Infinite'
but also because it will b«:> hrld at -Bob Mushr.oo1J1.
Future staff

will

Singer-songwriter Tim Coons has hit the ~_igtime. The 26-year-old
Orlandoan recently signed a recording contract with Ariola -records.
His first single will be released in November . .
Coons has appeared at Great Southern Music Hall and performs
Wednesday nights at the Smugglers ~nn in ~ltamonte Springs.

Downtown Orlando

I·.

to get Getman accent

MarshallHamlln/Futurestaff

Biff, lead singer of the heavy m~tal rock group "Saxon • asks for
audience help in Lakeland last Saturdav while opening the show for
"Rush".
-

The Second Annual Oktoberfest to cakes, bratwurst, German potato salad
benefit the Central Florida Chapter of and cookies o"n a string will be featured
the National Multiple Sclerosis Society on menus, and washed dO\~n with
will be held today and tomorrow in gulps of Gold German beer.
downtown Orlando. The fest, sponFurther north along Washington
sored by · Eastern 'Airlines, Church Street will be . a five-piece Bavarian
Street
Station
and
downtown band in authentic costumes, and a
businesses will be staged in the four- troupe of songsters from Winter Park's
block area along Gertrude's .Walk, a 'Musicana Supper Club who · are
newly opened promenade running donating their time and talents for the
from
Church
Street
north
to charity.
·
Washington Street.
Jo Daville's Puppet Magic, a touring
A full round . of festivities featuring company of
30 puppets, will be ·
German oompah bands in authentic presented in "'flying circus style" and
costume as well as dance and puppet their huge "German bear" will w.a nder
shows will provide continuous enter- Gertrude's Walk.
tainment from 5 p.m. until 2 a.m. with
Shriners' -clowns will entertain.
all proceeds going to benefit Multiple strollers along Gertrude's Walk, and .
Sclerosis. Last year Oktoberfest raised their clown fac.e paint~rs .w ill be on
$ l,5,000.00 to aid in research for a hand both evenings. Circus World has
cause and cure. •
offered an expert clown face painter
Len!ling merriment to the scene, a for Saturday evening on Washington
~ 32-piece oompah band , the Bergholz Street.
BJaskapelle .from Niagra Falls, N.Y.,
.Mayor Carl Langford will perform
will join Gust th<' Burgermeister, his the traditional keg-tapping ceremony
GC'rnrnn Band and the Schuhplattler at 11 a.m. today, and will cut the rib- ·
Dancers to entNtain the Church Street bon officiall y opening G~rtrude's
crowd in true Hofbr~uhaus style. The Walk , a newly landscaped promenade
admission of $3. 75 to Church Street , just west of the railroad tracks in
Station will he cfonated to the Central downtown Orlando.
Florida Chapter of the National
One of the finer shows to visit Central
Multiple Sclerosis Soci.ety.
will be a giant hot-air ballon, where
Autlwntic Oktoberfest treats such as passersby can take a ride to observe the
snurrbratC'n , knackwurst potato pan- festivities from above.
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Stones roll along same track

On the
Record
by Rob Scheiderer
Future staff

Surf ~unks catch new wave ·
Jimi Hendrix once · said, "you'll
ne-ver he-ar surf music anymore," and
hl; was partiall y right.
The popularity of that Beach
Bo~s -Jan and De~n sound d.windl ~d
With the advent of psychedelic music.
Although the Beach Boys continued to
make albums for years they never had
as much commercial success as they
enjoyed in the earl y sixties.
Well boys and gir}s, surf music is
back , .J .think. Sporting such songs as
"Somebody Ripped My Stick" and
"My Beach , M y Wave" Surf Punks
burst on the California scene several
mont~~ ag? with th~i~ .album "My
Bea.ch amid harsh crit1c1sm from the
surf and sun crowd therr. Well some ·
people just can't take a joke and this is
nothing if not funny.

Page 15

Starting as a gag the Punks actually
persuaded a major record label (Epic)
to rele-ase an album. The- songs are
mostl y short rock numbers (there are
l 7tunes on .the album , sort of like the
. raon es-go_-west, . gone
blond e ).
Led by . Dennis Dragon, younger
br?ther of Da:ryl Dragon· of the Cap~;:im ::ind TPnnilP. ancl DrPw StPPIP. the
Punks stage show includes a lifeguard
stand, surfboards (of course) beach
bunnies and !fluscle boys.
The song lyrics satirize the surf
lifestyle · and should not be taken
seriously. You have to give these guvs
CrPdit for taking a dumb idea and
f~sing it into a cleverl y conceived,
nicely packaged and entertaining
album. It'll never make the top ten but
it just may be the humor album of the
year. Meet you at the beach!

MOBILE TV LAB

"Get uo. Get out, Now w e're . into
something new," so begins " Dance,"
th e first cuf on the new album bv the
world 's longest established rock band
The. Rolling Stones. It ma y not be
something new, but it is the Stones and
their new album "Emotional Rescue,"
(Rolling - Stones Records, no.COC
160 l 5).
The album is unusual in that it
features Thermo-Graphic pictures of
the band from the Anthropometric
rMan Series by the Frenchman Roy Adzak. "Summer Romance" follows "Dance" on side . one and is typical Stones
romp and roll. in the vein of "Brown
Sugar ."
'Tne lamaican sound of "Cherry
Baby" from Black and Blue is revived
in the Reggae. influenced " Send It To

Me."
On songs like "Let Me Go" and
"Where The Boys all Go" the Stones
prove they can still rock with the best
bands.
The b~nd digs back into their roots
for the bluesy "Down in the Hole."
The title cut, "Emotional Rescue," is
pure vintage Stones with Jagger employing his best falsetto voice. ·
The Stones make a contribution to
punk rock with "She's So Cold," a
simple three chord progression with
equally s~mple lyrics. .
The boys are getting older and the
lyrics are more cliched but even after
· l S years and a couple of personneJ
c;hanges they are still The Rolling·
Stones, "the greatest rock an'd roll
band in the world."

TomorrQws
Sept. 9-0ct. 18: " Hot Stuff, " a rts and crafts exhibit at Creative Art Gallery, 324
Park Ave. N., 647-6858 ,
Sept. 14-0ct. 5: "Na ture's Reflection ," art exhibit at Maitland Art Center, 231
W . Packwood Ave., 645-2181,
,
Sept. 15-0ct. l 4: "Recent Works by UCF Art Department Faculty Artists," UCF
Art Drpartment Gallery, HFA 305.
·
Sept . 27-28: "A Small World 's Fair," booths and entertainment -at Greater
Maitland Civic Center, 641 S. Maitland Ave., Maitland, 647-21 l l.
Sept. 26-27, - Oct. l-5: "Mame," 8 p.m. Edyth Bush Theater, reservations 890~
7.'365.
Sept. 30-0ct. 10: "A Tribute to Colr Porter," Musicana Dinn·e r Theater, 655 N.
Orlando Ave_., Winter Park, resrr·vations 628-8700.

Introductory

Special

Eastside-University Area

1-=---J

TV Adjust&

lH1

Tuner Cleaning

Repairs at your home
282-5456

$20

Wm. A. Gorlitz

· (Repairs Extra)

The Pegasus Yearbook
is beginning a new year
and looking to fill the
fallowing positions:
•Editor and Staff •Assistant Editor
•Photographers
•Advertising Staff •Layout Staff
please bring portfolio
Come to an Introductory Meeting
on Oct. 3rd at 1:00 pm in Student
Center Rm 211 or call 275-2191

Wesley Foundation
RUSH PARTY
TODAY

PIZZA·
&

COKE
All Students Welcome

SOL-4:30-6:30

-© 1980. Jos. Schlitz Brewing Company, Milwaukee. WI
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and vc-rba ll y ha rassed bv tight-lipped
· .
prudes who think her a terrible person
for her promiscuity.
T he last of the girls is Chris Spa rk ,
the intell ect th e onlv one who beli eved
in"Educati~n ·.for .Education' sake."
The men in their lives, though
numerous, se('m to be obsessions rather
than simpl y lovers.

Under the
C011ers
by Cyndy Florer
Freelance writer

· Very rarely does a bvok come along
that I , excuse the w ell-worn phrase,
"can't put down." "Class R eunion " is
one of those books.
Rona Jaffe has taken the ivy-covered
campuses of Harvard and .Radcliffe
and plopped us down in the middle of
all their collegiate grandeur . Jaffe's
description is so vivid I feel I know
every room of the girls' dorm, B~igg;s
Hal( right down to the wallpaper.
Her clear and exacting (:'haracter
studies are captivating , as she delves
into each ·c hara cter's mind.

PARK AVENUE
HAIR DESIGNERS
Ltd.

· SASSOON
TRAINED
Official Salon for
Miss Orlando Beauty

STYLISTS

P1g11nt

HAIRCUTS ...... $9
with this ad

colkge years in the fifties , thC'n carries
us throug h th e sixti es, a nd fin a ll . the
sewn ties . Something th a t plC'ased me
immensel y a bout the book is tha t the
outcome of ea ch of their li ves is totall
unpredicta ble , a w elcome shock.
Cl ass Reunion is a go.ocl rc>ad-in-th eba thtub book , and I Found m yself quitr
childishly not wanting to finish it
b('causc I didn ' t want the pleasure to

The book ta kes us through their 'end .

Class Reunion concerns th e intertwining of the lives of four girls'.·
Bea utiful Da phne Leeds is the G olden
Girl, ostensibl y perfec t in every w ay,
but petrified someone a t college will
disc.over her one ter-ribl e flaw and
determined to keep her secret forever,
if necessary.
Emily Applebaum, the little Jewish
girl, is determined to come to Radcliffe
to meet Mr. Medical Student-from-a: nice-J_ewish-famil y~r~g~~ , so she can
live out .the life sh e' s !wa ys dreamed
of.
Annabel Jones lives her life the w ay
she wants to, thoug h she is snubbe~l .

Student's.poster
wins art contest
Joan Heidrich, right, a senior at UCF
study ing graphic design is the winner
'of the 1981 Winter Park Sidewalk Arts
,Festival poster competition.
This is the first year the festival
commission has sponsored an open
competition to select the poster that
best represents the art show. In th e
past a sel('cted artist has been commiss ioned to produce a poster design
for the festiv a l. For her design , se lected by a panel of commission members
from over 30 entri es, H eidri ch received
a $250 awa rd.

Chip Rodis/Future staff

Beginner or advanced. By studying Spanish only, four hours a day, four days a week, for fourteen weeks, you
will earn sixteen semester hours of college Spanish credi t. (That's four semesters worth of college Spanish
credit!) The cost is about the same as one semester in a U.S. college, $2,589 . .
Whether you are a beginner or an advanced student,
your Spanish studies will be greatly enhanced by opportunities not available in a conventional classroom. Standardized test scores of our students show that their
Spanish language skills are better overall than those
obtained by American students who completed standard
two year Spanish programs in United States colleges and
universities.

This is a rigorous academic program lasting from Feb.
1 to June 1, 1981. The cost of $2,589 includes round trip jet
fare to Seville, Spain, from Toronto, Canada, as well as
room, board, and tuition. Government grants and loans
apply for eligible students.
You will live with a Spanish family.
FULLY ACCREDITED.

SEMESTER IN SPAl.N
2442 E. Collier S.E. Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506
(A Program of Trinity Christian College)

For: Appointment call

645-3665

cA LL T0 LL FR EE

MON.-SAT. 10-6
532 S. Park Ave.

for full information 1-B00-253-9964
(In Mich., or if toll f.ree line inoperative call 1-S-16-942-2541 collect.).

von.
ITMIGHT .
BEWOR111
. THE

WoQld like t~ welcome all new & returning students .

BOIHER.

Best of luck through the new year.

-

THE CITIZENS BANK OF OVIEDO

. A Christian Fellowship
· .· Opeo to' all ·

156 GENEV.A DRIVE, OVIEDO, FLORIDA 32765
Telephone 365-6611

Use These Friendly Banking Seruices
Checking .Accounts
Senior Citizens Checking
Regular Savings Acc;oun t s
Certificates of Deposit
Money Ma rket ~ertificates
Savers Certificates
Christmas Cil.,!b
Safe Deposit Boxes
· Night Depository

Mondays-SEARCH 4 p.m.

Wednesdays- 8 a.m.

·~fe~kfast -Knights Room·

4 p.m.-Fellowship-SOL
SC21 l

The ~ck House ... Hundreds of young people
gathering everv Tuesday night at 7 'o 'clock to
worship God. Contemporary music sets the
atmosphere . followed by teaching from the
Word of God by Alex Clattenburg .
Home fellowship groups meet during the week
to bring people closer to God and one ow.ither .
Join us this Tuesday at 7 p.m. Your life will never
be the somel If you need help . don 't hesitate to
coll ... 644-1199 .

Gr

EQUAL HOUSING

L E t--JDER

Commercial Loans
Cashier's Checks
Bank Money Ord~rs
Notary Service
Automatic Coin Counter
Gift Checks
Photo Copies
Wire Transfers
Electronic Funds Transfer

Bank-By-Mai l
Drive-In-Banking
U. S. Savings Bends
Direct De posit
M aster Card - VISA
Travelers Cheques
Free Transfer of Funds
Feder.al Ta x Depos its
Coll ections
Installment Loans

FDIG
$1 00 , 0 00

The Rock Hous•

.Irifo-Rev. Bob Gibbs
x2468 SCI32

1199 Cloy Street. Winter Pork, Florido 32789

The Youth Ministry of Calvary Assembh,1
(loceted between Par & Fairbanks exits

9f

I~)

•

LOBBY: MON . thru TH UR. 9 to 4 - FRI. 9 to 7

DRIVE-IN: MON. thru THUR . 8 to 6 -- FRI. 8 to 7
CITIZENS 24: 24 Hour ·A.1.Ho:mated Te fler
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Answers sought to UCF transit problems
by Hillary Meister

"it took two years of IC'ttl'r writing and going to hut
transportation meetings. " Valencia now has the East
One of th<' biggest probl<'ms facing UCF today is
Orange' Express to srrvic<' their East Campus and a
ac('omodating thr tra nsportation n<'rds for over
bus which runs on the half hour, with bike racks, to
I 0,000 students and facult v.
sPrvicr the West Campus.
Because of UCF's rapid ~xpansion, public transporDan Fri(•nd, of East Orange Community Action
tation has become a vital issue for the future of UCF.
Inc., has proposed a three-mile bike path between
With gasoline prices rising, automobile maintenancr
BonnrvillC' Drive and Dean Road on Rout<' 50 to accosts rising and inefficient parking space, public
c:omodatP bikers from UCF and th<' New Community
transit is nrcessary in helpi"ng to furthN the developCc.'ntc>r. The• estimated cost is $135,000 or $45,000
ment of the UniversitY :
for each mile. SC may give a letter of intent, for
Taken from a . survey by Transportation
$2,000. the state has agrerd to fund one-third of the
Engin<'ering Gracluatt• Jamal Niroumancl-Rahimi, 55
project, East Orange has raised $2,000 and wishes to
pPrcent of t_h(' student population in the summer of . raise $8,000 more to match a potential grant from
1979 agrred to participate in anv move toward a
CC'ntral Florida Capitol Funds CommitteE' for
public transit sy.stem sNvicing UCF. based on this
$35,000. Dell Perkins of University Inn gave a letter
pecrntagc-, Jamal concluded it would tak<' 46, 36-seat
of intPnt for $500, and the last $45,000 is directed
buses to accomodate those 55 percent."
toward thP office of Comunity Development Housing
Student Government and several community
Svstrms (HUD).
groups have been working on a public transportatio~
. Darrel Feasel, director of Planning and Developprogram t<.l allt.'viatr thr transit situation on campus.
ment of the Orang<', Seminole, Osceola TransporIn rrcent developments thr would-be shuttle bus,
·tation Authority, says that the main problem with
which was to mePt thC' East Orang<' Expr<'ss that runs
running a transit svstpm to UCF arr students'
down route 50 and loops around Valencia's East
schedule chang<'s. "Students come at different times
campus, has bet>n cance11£.d. The' propos('d shuttk
and UCF is too far for an adequate transit system.
<:>nrout<' to UCF via Alfaya Trail would nwet thr ExFrase! said. He continued to say ·that a park and ride
prrss on State Road 50.
systrm might work with ~nough advprtising, but to be
SC said th<'v do not have' th(' funds to run th<' shutconvl'niC'nt, shopping cpntrrs would nePd to srt asi_d r
tle and are' ;<'<'king alternative's to the shuttle bus. parking space's. '' Right now the major terminal is
prohlc'm.
.
downtown and thc•rc' a re 10 other trrminals at -shopWhen askc' d about Valencia's acquir<'d bus route,
ping t·enters around the arPa. "
·
Lisa Smith, Student DevC'lopmC'nt Coordinator, said
John H<'drick, organiz<'f of the Peopl('s Transit
Future Staff

-

'

r

Organization (PTO) sa ys their main gripe is people
can't use the service beca·use it's not cose to them and
th<' busrs usually run once an hour. Hedrick also savs
the buses cost to.o much.
.
The PTO formed over a year ago after Hedrick had
sC'en how other parts of the country hadled their transportaion needs. "My interests lie in getting public
transportation going and watching the chain reaction
that happens, for example, seeing less cars on the
road." he said.
Hedricks group demands at least I 0 new uses, night
and weekend servic·e, $5,QOO in advertising, buses to
run _e very l 5 to 20 minutes, stops to be within three
blocks of each othe, and reasonable prices.
The PTO takes a strong citizen rolt> witin the Cou"ntv Commission. · "The new County Commission will
be.' srnsitive on the issue of the budget for transit and
hoprfully wll i.rnprove the budget for public transportation morr than the old County Commission."
Hrdrick urges students to attend the County Commission budget hearings for expanded public transit
at the Seminole County Courthouse in Sanford Oct.
7, at 7 p.m.
·
Presently, ther<' are several outlets open to -students
to help cut down commuting costs . SC has prepared a
i 0-tickrt discount book good for the main toll booths
on the East-West Expr<'ssway. For thosr who wish to
carpool, within two weeks listings of the studC'nt body
will bC' available. Both the carpool list and the toll
tickt•ts arc• locatC'd a thr ticket booth in the Student
CentPr.

The tareerdedsion you make today
tould influente national semrity tOmorrow.
911 N. MILLS A VE.
ORLANDO 896-3434

-----------Men& Women .
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For professionals at NSA contribute to the dual
Mathematics: You'll work on diverse
missions of foreign intelligence production and
Agency problems applying a variety of mathematical
communications security
disciplines. Specific as.5ignments might include solvOur Electronic Engineers, Computer Scientists ing communications-related problems, performing
and Mathematicians are working with systems at the long-range mathematical research or evaluating
cutting edge of technology.
new techniques for communications security
Career opportunities and challenge await you
NSA also offers a salary and benefit program
in any of these NSA career fields.
· that's truly competitive with private industry. There
Electronic Engineering: There are op- are assignments for those who wish to travel and
portunities in a variety of research and developmtnt abundant good living in the Baltimore-Washington
projects ranging from individual equipmepts to very area for those who wish to stay close to home .
complex interactive systems involving large numbers
Countless cultural, historical, recreational
of microprocessors, mini-computers and computer and educational opportunities are just minutes away
graphics. Professional growth is enhanced through from NS.A:s convenient suburban location.
interaction with highly experienced NSA professionAt NSA your future will be linked to the
als and through contacts in the industrial and aca- . . nation's. The vital role that the National Security
demic worlds. Facilities for engineering analysis atid ··Agency plays demands and ensures constant chaldesign automation are among the best available. \ /'.;J.:.en~e and professional growth.
f.omputer Science: At NSAyou'll discov~r' "~~, , Tu _finrl out more about NSA career opporone of the largest computer installations in the worl~ lQ~ities, schedule an interview through your college
with almost every major vendor of computer equi]}, placement office. For additional information on the
ment represented. NSA careers provide mixtures of \ Nati~pal Security Agency, fill in the information
such disciplines as systems analysis and design, · . -~~le\
scientific applications programming, data base ! ·
·,, .
manage_ment syst~ms, operatin~ systems, computer\ ·i .•: ', -.::.·. .
networking/secunty, and graphics.
, · . .1. .

1
1
I

Correctly fill;.in
the blanks and
bring to your
nearest Taco Viva
to receive a
FREE SOFT DRINK
withanypurchase.
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"The Late Night Spot"
In Winter Park Mall
Open Nightly till 11:00
Friday & Saturday till 12:00

I
I -.,,:.
.-·· · ·-..
ill '}.' ~)
I f w 1
I ~
~
I · tf,"~· ~
•.
; ., "
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L------ ~....·J:
Clip & redeem at any Taco Viva

,

I~i~; :i\~ ·~;,
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blank below and send it to Mr. Bernard Norvell,
College Recruitment Manager, National Security
Agency, Attn: Office of Employment (M32R), Fort
George G. Meade, Maryland 20755.
An Equal Opportunity Employer. U.S. citizenship required.

r-------------------1

I rd like more information about career opportunities with NSA.
I
I Name (print) - - - - - - - ' - - - - -

1
I

~ddress - - - - - - - - - -

1

I

I
I
I
I

Phone No. _ _ __
Degree I.eve!

Major _ _ _ __

University .- - - - - - - - - -

~-------------------

.You' re working Oln a college degree to get started in life.
You can reinforce that degree and get a better start through Army ROTC
Army ROTC offers you management training, leadership experience,
and a commission as an Army Officer.
Extra credentials that will set you apart ·in the job market.
Army ROTC also offers you new opportunities in life after collegepart-time leadership as a Reserve officer while employed in the civilian community
or full-time active duty at a competitive starting salary.

ACT NOW ••• LEARN TO LEAD
REGISTER FOR ARMY ROTC
FOR MORE INFORMATIO" CONTACT:
CPT JAMES D. HORNADAY
TELEPHONE: 275-2430
. HUMANITIES AND FINE ARTS BLDG.
ROOM215C
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UCF to assist with
Lake Eola cleanup

...

by Debbie Keller
Future staff

UCF's mascot rides around th.e field
keeping up both spirit and morale. The
Knight's are 1-1 and the season looks
hopeful with the 55-0' win over St. Leo
· last Friday night.

Good Knight

--------------------------....

• Join with neighbors to make your street safer
• Install keyed locks on sliding glass doors
• Have auxiliary window locks
• use peephole viewer before opening door
•Light all ep.trances
•Trim shrubs back from doors and windows

~Cue.THIS AP. -

647-6909 I

.

I
I
I

~

~(,\~ ~5

l
I c\)~ ~ ss.oo GUYS l
I
810.00 GIRLS t
_________
_JI
.,L
$~. ~yo~~

_;....

of an inch in diameter. When it rains,
storm water flows through in the pipe
and filters directly into the soil. The .
first pipe has been installed downtown
near Washington Street. Piping will be
installed in about 30 locations using
about 40 fieet of pipe in each location .
This second phase wi.11 probably be
completed·by 1981.
This project is the first of its kind and
if it is successful may be used
elsewhere. During the fin al phase a
manual will be written to help other
communities with similar. -problems.
The Lake Eola research, directed by
Wanielista is making UCF known
nationally and abroad in the lake
management field.
Harper will be presenting data at the
F9rt Lauderdale National Civil
Engineering conference.
In order to receive matching funds of ..
$217 ,000 from the Enviromental
Protection Agency, the state Department .of Enviromental · Regulations
(DER) absorbed $190,000 in costs. The .
city absorbed $90,000 in costs, and the
university paid $5,000 in costs.
. University researchers are supervising the actual implementation while
at DER, Dan Detamidaco, the project
manager, takes care of the administrative duties, issuing contracts
and enforcing Enviromental Protection Agency guidelines.
,.

SECURE YOUR HOME!

International
Hair Specialists
- -

Researchers from UCF, working
with city and state officials, are trying
to clean up Orlando's Lake Eola.
Five professors and graduate students in the biological sciences and enviromental engineering began research
in the summer of 1978. Dr. Martin
W anielista is the project director.
According to Harvey Harper,
researcher and instructor at UCF, the
studies have shown that pollution in
the lake is caused by storm water.
Storm water carries pollutants such as
oil and lead from the surrounding
pavement into the street gutters that
direct the flow into the lake. ·
Fertf1ized soil from residentiaf areas
was found in the lake. Excessive
nutrients, such as phosphorus and
nitrogen cause algae tq thrive and
become so thick that people have
trouble launching boats. According to
Dr . Yousef Yousef, professor of
engineering, "eventually the plants
will die, settle to the bottom, and consume the oxygen from the lake." Fish
still surviving in the lake are hardy
species that can withstand the
pollution.
According to Harper, the project is
in its second phase. The research group
is ready to try to solve Lake Eola's
problems using new storm water diversion techniques. Pipes will be laid underground. These pipes are covered
with ho.les which are about a.n eighth

-

Write for a free booklet:
Attorney General's Office
Tallahassee, Florida 32304
Governor's Council on Criminal Justic e

517PARKAVE

r-------soo/~Oi:F-------,
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GALS OR GUYS
PRECISION HAIRCUT ,SHAMPOO, STYLE

·lI

I

(Reg. $1&.00)

I·

Present this coupon and pay only $8.00

I
I

I

Expires Oct. 4, 1980
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Great
1-1aircuts
unltcJ.
PictUre Perteet Hair

Colonial Plaza Shpg. Ctr. 894-2821
Hours: 9-9 Mon.-Fri. 9-6 Sat.

. pe .
then the world's goingc _

·11 it'S,

1
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It happened to s_ecretaries fir~t. Then lawyers. bookkeepers, waitre(
cabbtes, housewives, and businessmen succumbed to the beauty of our» ·'
Pilot Razor Point and Fineliner pens.
, ·
Some people felt it was sick to get so emotionally involved with our
pens. But is it really so crazy to love a Pilot Razor Point pen that writes with
~sharp smooth line and costs a mere 79¢? Is it nuts to flip over its unique
httle metal collar that smartly helps to keep its point from going squish?
If it is crazy, it's going to surprise a whole lot of people. In fact, we
understand that Pilot Razor Point even has what it takes to score extra
points with football players.
It also comes to our attention that many
coaches are fans of the Pilot Pineliner.
Along with all the other Razor
Point features. the 69¢
Pilot Fineliner has
the strength and
drive to go through carbons.
It's hard to resist a pen
.
that holds.the line like a Piiot. ·

[PILOT]

fineline marker pens

More !hon just sanething lo write with.
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-s tudent
BIDD
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PIABL
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ILMS INCORPORATED

September 26 & 28
8:30 p.m. ENAµD
Students Free w/UCF I.D.
Gen. Public $1.25
·

.Cinema Classique
Alfred Hitchcock's.

· Rebecca
October 1
8:30 p.m. SCA

SC

LEISURE·
CLASS
. ;.· .~ :~. ...;:t~\(.·

FALL SCHEDULE
Registratio.n Sept. 22 - Oct. 5 SC Main Desk
Classes Start Oct. 6
Mon.

Bartending
-Dance A Thinics
Horseback Riding
Karate
Racquetball Sec. I

7-9
5-6
byAppt.
5-7
..
7-9

SC214
SCA
Bluefi_re
MPR
Courts

$25
$25
$48
$20
$15

5:30-7
7-9
5-7
7-10
·7.9
5-6

EDUC.MPH
SC214
MPR
SC200

$15
$45

Tues.

Ballet
Flight .Ground Sch.
. Karate (cont.)
Scuba Sec. I
Yoga
Aqua Dynamics

Wed.

Jazz Dance
Dance A Thinics (cont.)
Guitar
Photo I

5:30-7
5-6
7-9
7-10

EDUC.M-P R
SCA.
SC200
SC 211-212

Thurs

flight School (cont.)
Scuba Sec. I (cont.)
Racquetball Sec.II
Waterskiing
Aqua Dyn. (cont.)

7-9
7-10
7-9
8-12
5-6

SC214
Pool
Courts
Lk. Whipporwill
Pool

Scuba Sec. II
Windsurfing

8-12
8-12

Pool
Barretts

Sat.

SOL
Pool

$65
$15
$15

October3 & 5
8:30 p.m. SCA

$15
$15
$25

ereen '
ntertainment

$15
$25

$65
$20

featuring

John Bailey
Monday Sept. 29
11:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
SC Green

Sun.

Sailing

8-12

Barretts

$25

her 26, 1980
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Events

enhance·campus life

atUCF

College Bowl
Entry Deadline
5 p.~. Friday Oct. ·3 ·
SC197
$1.00 Fee/team

.MUSEUM
POSTERS
· Sept. 23-0ct·. 21 ·
M-F 8am-9pm .

Sun ..5pm-9pm ,
.SC Gallery·

Student.Center Services
GAME ROOM:
PLAY:
RENT:
Pocket Billiards
Canoes
,
Bumper Pool
Camping·Equipment
Foosball
Bicycles
Snooker
. Croquet Set
· Pinball & ·Video Games Watch TV!
. Cards
Frisbee
OPEN
Table Tennis
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-11 p.m.
Sat. & Sun. 1 p.m~·ll p.m.
Lost&Found
Poster Making
Leisure Classes
. · Duplicating Services
(Mimeo~ Ditto, Xerox}
Campus Activities Information
. . Art Gallery

HOURS
8 a.m.-9 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
5 p.m.-9 p.m. Sun.

.,
1'
•

~

f?

,:-----

•
"0
•

SC Arts &Crafts Center
Pottery
leatherwork
Painting .
Candle Making
Drawing
Tie Dying
Batiq11e .
Silksereening
Photo Darkroom -·
3-9 pm. Mon.-Fri. SC 211 & 212

Student Asst. Help ~ailahle

Page 22 - - - - - --
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Expert political scientist gets UCF chair
~y Doug David

since 1.972, was recently nameo
chairman replacing Dr. Henry Kennedy who had held that position since
1974.
According to Lilie, the department
· uf polit.ical science is stronger then
! ever and promises to c-0ntinue
in
growth and strength with the addition /
. of a new Masters program.
"This department .is extremely solid
in teaching," said Lilie, "one of the
strongest on campus. . Student
evaluations have consistantly bore this

Futureatetf

Where does one go after teaching
politcal philosophy and political
theory for1he- past 13 years? Where
does one go affer moderating Channel
.9's "Pro and Con" for the past five
years?
For Dr. Stuart Lilie, the Drake and
Johns Hopkins. University educated
doctor of polical science, ch:;iirma~ of
the political science department was
the next logical step. ~ .
Lili~, an FTU/UCF faculty member : out."

'Exciting experience'
Army ROTC weekend
by Shirley Dan"iels

During the final exercise the students
participated in simulated war conditions. "Enemy forces" were made up
of students in the Army ROT<;::
program and "friendly forces" were
made up of students enrolled in the
summ_er_ prQgram--:- The exercise was
planned so that everyont> had a chance
to· lead offrnsive .moves as well as lt'arn
def Pnsive positions.

· Future Sbtt'

Army ROTC ended their On-Campus
- Summer Program with a three-day
field training exercise, July 24, 25 and
26.

The five-week summer program included
classes
in
leadership,
management and orientation of basic
military skills and ideas. There were
also two field-training exercises held to
give students a chance to experience
first-hand the things they learned . in
class.
The program was designed for
students who were interested in entering the regular Army ROTC
program at thr advanced level.
Captain James D. Hornaday, cha ..
man of Military Sciencr, set up the On
Campus Summer Program and had
three cadets alr~ady in the advanced
level of the flOTC teaching the classes
and coordinating thr field training
exercises.
Jim rosengren, one of the cadets
teaching the clas~s, said, "It was a
new and exciting experience to take the
things I learned when I was on activc
duty in the Army and the things I've

Th<' C'xercise was held in the woods
north of thl' campus. during the exercise' everyone participating slept on the
ground, ate c-rations and learnt the use
and care of wec1pons.

THE HAIR SliOP
~. ' ·.-.:·P recision Style Cut $6.00

Jane McMahon, one of the two
women on the exercise, said "it was a
realistic training exercise." She added,
'Tm not sure I'd want to do it
evpryday but it was fun."

10509 E. Colonial Dr.
(Winn Dixie Center)
UNION PARK

Of the nine students who enrolled in
the summer program, seven finished
the entire five ·weeks. Captain Hornaday said, "this was the first time this
type program has been conducted on
the UCF campus." He added, "I feel it
was very effective in training students without any previous military experience to enter the advanced level of
our ROTC program this fall.

learn·ed in the ROTC program and
teach them to other peoplr."

Lilie, who taught for five years at the
Lilie noted that several members of
University
of Missouri at St. LouFs
his departmen_t have been very active
before
coming
to UCF, said so far the
in publishing and the university has
brought recognition not only to the enrollment for the newly offered
department but to the university as a masters program has been "pleasingly
high."
whole.
"What I would like to do as chair- "I, as is the whole department, am
man of this department is to continue very optimistic about offering- a
quality M.A. with flexibility, able to
tq encourage these types of activities
and create an enviroment and circum- be tailored to different needs," Lilie
~tances for our faculty to remain as ac- said.
Lilie also said that the department
tive as they have been," Lilie said.
Lilie added that because of routine needs to develop closer ties with its undemands on faculty, such as seeking dergraduate students.
support for research and other time
He added ·that · the semester system
consuming duties, many of the faculty will be .beneficial in that it will allow
find it difficult at times to become ac- his department to go into more depth.
On Political Science as a descipline,
tive in other areas.
"If as chairman I can relieve some of Lilie stated it is tirne for peop~e to
this pressure and ·provide some in- "rethink some of the fundamental
surance that the quality of work this values and traditions in relation with
department turns . out receives the system's inability to deal effectively
recognition, then I feel I can create a with today's problems."
healthy enviroment for continued
"No matter who is in charge," said
growth in this department," Lilie said.
Lilie, "he or she will not make a
Lil ie views his job as chairman as a significant change unless we as a
democratic one. "My job will be to see nation rethink some of our basic values ·
that all of our faculty play a significant and approaches to politics."
"Political scienti'lts need to step back
role in the decision making process.
Decisions of this department must be and view what the fundamental
made as a whole and not dictated," he problems of the system are and then
' study how to deal with them and adsaid.
just accordingly," he said.

~

Full Service Salon

. ·Walk-Ins·Welcome

282-1700

Daily 9-5 Tues. & Thurs. til 8

COLLEGE
STUDENTS
Improve your
grades!

g~poc

S_end $1.00 for your
306-page, research paper
catalog. All academic
subjects.

C)@Jinic

Collegiate Research
CORNER OF WEST BROADWAY
&CENTRAL
OVIEDO, FLORIDA 32765
· PHONE: 365-3035
HOME PHONE: 678-2086

Cut Flowers & Corsages
Special prices to students

P.O. Box 25097.H
Los Angeles, Ca. 90025

-----------Enclosed is $1.00.
Please rush t~e catalog.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Address. _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State _ _ _ _.Zip _ __
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PHYSICIAN MANAGED.
ESTABLISHED 1973

....------------------------------------------L- - - - - - - - - - - -1

IT'S NOT TOO LATE!
sorority ·rush
One More Chance to Sign Up ...
.

.

Sign Up Deadline: TODAY!
FRIDAY, SEPT. 26
S:OOPM
Dean of Women's Office
Admin. Bldg. 282

WMFE=rv

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Future Sei>tember 26,
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Sports
UCF beats the hell out of St. Leo 55-0
by Laura Hoffman
Sports Editor

Coach Don Jonas and the forhtina
Knights face their third game of the
season tomorrow night against
Millsaps College .in the . Tangerine
Bowl, i~ the wake of a 55-0 stomping
of St. Leo last week. ·
The Knights exploded with a 27-point

first quarter beating their highrecord last year by three points. The Knights racked up a grand total
of 311 yards t~ St. Leo's 56 yards.
Quarterback Mike Cullison started
off the show by throwing two touchdown passes in the first quarter. On the
receiving end of the first, a 32 yarder,
was Jeff Froehlick, a 5-10, 175 pound
wide receiver from Bishop Moore High

. scoring

School. Mike Stapp (also a Bishop
Moore product), caught the second
scoring pass from eight yards out.
Placekicker Tom Hungerford missed
the first extra point of his UCF career
following Froehlich's score, breaking a
string of 17. By the end of the game he ~
had .an new r.ecord of seven s~cessful
PATs.
The third touchdown of the game

•lf't•

came after Monarch punter Larry
Mead touched his knee to the ground
wliile fielding a bad snap . UCF took
J possession on the Monarch one yard
line. Cullison sneaked it in for the
score.
The Monarch's only scoring threat .
came when Gary Allen hit Phillip
Carlson for a 67 yard gain to the UCF
18 yard line. Five plays lat~r on afield
goal attempt, defensive end Moses
Ashley partially blocked the ball and
Tim Kiggins scooped it up and ran 53
yards with it. Three pla-ys ·later the
Knights' Stapp took it in for the score.
Cullison and Kiggins were voted .the
most valuable UCF players, offensively and defensively.
- In the second quarter Knight running back Mark Goode busted in form
the six yard line for . another . score.
Then with 5:57 remaining in the half
Joe Granatel, who replaced Cullison,
threw to Hal Trask for a 20 yard
touchdown. The halftime score was
41-0.
After a stagna"nt third quarter, the
fourth UCF quarterback of the game,
Kerry Mackey, hit J. D. Willis for eight
yards out to score another six points.
The fin al score of the game came on .
21 yard pass to sophomore Mark
Hayes, from Boone High School.
In the season opener Sept. 13 · the
Knights dropped their first game, in
front of the home town -crowd, to
NAIL.\. power Carson-Newman, 31-20.
The quick, explosive Eagle offense and
key Knight turnovers in the fourth
quarter decided the game against the
Knights.

/

Saint Leo

Quarterback Mike Cullison threw .two touchdown passes in the Knight rout of St. Leo,
55-0 . .cuilison: along with comerback Tim Kiggins were v9ted most valuable players

Doui Marks/Future

UCF

0 0 0 0-- 0

27 14 0 14--55

UCF--Froehlich 32 pass from Cullison (kick

Problems plague lady.knights volleyball
by Patti Linzy
Future staff

Although . the head coa~h feels she has a good group of
Inexperience and a lack of height, as well as a late start on
committed,
hard--working athletes, she is realistic about the
. the season,may plague the UCF woman's vollyball team
throughout 1980 competition, according to head coach team. "Let's face it--we jtbi. don't have the kind of team
we've had in the past. We're lacking in size, attacking power
Carmen Pennick.
With only one starter out of three returning players, the and experience, and those are three pretty big facLady Knig~1ts will have to rely largely on incoming freshmen tors,"Pennick · explained. The Lady Knights travel to
and junior college transfers to make up the bulk of the squad. Eastern K~ntucky today, then retur~ home to host the UCF
Senior starter Jackie Nelson, along with senior Susan Hill Invitational, Oct. 3 and 4.
, and sophomore Linda Sykes, are the only players back from
last year's regional championship team. Joining them are
junior transfers Jo.anne Ebbern (North Florida), Chris Fantin(Broward North), Laurie Elberg (Valencia), Ana Martin- ,
Hidalgo (Miami Dade-South) and Kathi Morgan (Miami .
Dade-South). Freshmen R~becca Foss (Lake Brantley High),
Sandy ~oveless (Colonial High), Anita Wettwer(Chicago),
and Isabel Arango(Miami) round out the squad. '
In their first official competition, the Lady Knights failed ~"illlllliP"".-r..,,~~, __,,,.,...
to defend their two-year title ·at the Alabama Invitational
last weekend. UCF downed Flori~a State 15-8, 15-8, and
Alabama-Birmingham 15-10, 15-6, but lost fo Memphis State
15-12, 15-8 and fell to eventual tournament champ ion Texas
Tech 15-10, 15-4.
Coach Pennick cited several contributing factors in UCF's
failure to ~etain its Alabama title. One of the team's major
'weaknesses is its lack of height. The average netter stands
5'6"--a good five to seven inches shorter than most of UCF's
Division I opponents, says Pennick. Other factors are inexperience and a weak offense .
"If we ,are to be successful this year, we will have to maintain a very strong defense," Pennick po'inted out. " We are
much quick~r than most of our opponents and we'll have to
us<' going to have to work on our attack. We have to be more
consis.t ent especially with our size."
Pennick also feels the Lady Knights' late competitive start
affected their performance. "We' r only been competing for
two weeks, while most of thost' teams have been playing four
or fi e weeks. That n1' .~es a big difference expecially when
a lt'am is as inc;x )C'ri~ncNI as wear(',;,
(.'
a r(' . ..

failed).
UCF--Stapp 8 pass from Cullison (Hungerford
kick).
UCF--Cullison I run (Hunger ford kick(.
UCF--Taylor 16 pass from Granatell (Hungerford kick).
.
UCF--Goode 6 run (Hungerford kick).
UCF-Trask 20 pass from Granatell (Hungerford
kick) . .UCF--Willis 8 pass from Mackey
(Hungerford kick).
UCF--Hayes 21 pass from Wolf (Hungerford
kick).

-----------------

Mike Stapp struggles for yardage agai~st ·~ -,(, .... - -.-.- , . . . .
Brt.nLaPeterlFuture
Carson-Newman in the· seasOn"·-Opemw... ; ~. · 11u~ ·.KIJ.iglit's tost'that game ·3'I:20'.-· · ....•.'·
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Soccer gets tas·t start
faces Rollins tomorrow
by Vince Cotroneo ·
Future staff

Tht> UCF soccrr team , who has won
th('ir first thn'c' ganws all by shut outs,
is .traveling to th<' Sandspur Bowl
tomorrow to take on their rival,
Rollins Collegt'.
Thr Sunshine State ConferC'nce
champs opened the season Sept. 19 at
honw against TC'nnessee Wesleyan.
UCF gr<'l't('d the visitors by thrashing
them 4-0 . Ed Myslinski paced the
Knights with two gc>als, one unassisted
and the othC'r on a penalty kick . Other
scorc'rs for UCF were Ralph Main,
assistc•d by Matt Meyer, and Angelo
Bossio, helped bv Max-Roney Francois.
Credt for thr fir~t shutout of the ·season
wrnt to goalir Greg "Mudbone" Deut;ch.
·

$

In gam e two, the Knights once again
· Jn'vented tlwir opponent from scoring.
rh(' v ictim w a s Tusculum Collegr , 2-0.
Cmn y Cox, assisted bv M a rk Stell , and
~d M ys linski , · i.:massi~tecl , lC'd UCF to
heir seco nd win.

On Mondiw, the Knights continut>d
to roll bv . ~humping · McKendree
College, 2-<>. the third UCF shutout in
four days. Rob Luit and Ralph Main
scored the goals in that contest.
Picking up the' last two shutouts was
goalie Rick Bratincevic.
ThP shutouts bv the' Knight defense
wrr<' done' wthout the S('rvicrs of goalie'
Lou Cioffi., who became UCF's spcond
NASL goalie. Cioffi now plays for the
Atlanta Chil'fs, and Winston DuBost',
Rudy's first , defmds for the Tampa·
Bav Rowdic-s .
ThP goalie situation at UCF was the
big quC'stion mark rntering} his sPason.
Successor to Cioffi has yet to be pkk<•d
with Rud y usi·ng both OC'utsc.h and
Bratinct•vic inthe three' contC'sts so far.
Rudy sa ys th a t a UCF goalie "must bC'
abk to ta ke_more' punishment than thcrest of the players ." Also Rud y a ddt'd
.that a goali e must br a ble to handl<'
"the ps~'Chologic a l factor--being ablr
to pla y under prPssure ."

Sirmons resigns as coach
George Rodia/Future

Cut Class
.

.

Ii\'

I

I
I
I
I

Pick your favorite ArtCarved class ring. Cut it out.
Keep it with you for a while. Get an idea what it's
like to own the ring that says, "I did it! "
Then, next week, have the ge nuine article fitted
by. the ArtCarved representati ve visiting campus.
For on~ week onl:v. you'll have our newest se lection
of ring sryles ro choose from - and a specialise
who will make sure the fit is perfec t. Plus, there
will be some increJ ible ArtCarveJ offers ro cut the
cost of your class ri ng . ..

CUT your ties with the past during our "Greae
Ring Exchange!" Trading your old JOK gold high
school ring for a new ArtCarved college ring could
save you as much as $90.
CUT the cost of a traditional or contemporary
Sil ad ium ring to just $74.95 - a special ArtCarved
"Ring Week" discount up to $20.
CUT a smashing figure with a women's class ring
from our exciting new "Designe r Diamond Collection."

Any wuy you cur ir, next week 1s the best week w select your ArtCarved class ring!

. •·
~.·JIR~Q1°'
.11 1~VED
a;

COLLEGE RINGS

SYM ROLIZI. tJ YOUR ABILITY TO ACHIEVE.

FRIDAY. SEPT. 26. 1980

STUDENT CENTER
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lntram·urals
Wednt'sday, Oct. I st, is th(' sign-up
RE'c SNvicE's has two plans to offrr
datC' for this y£'ar's seven person men's UCF studrnts, facultv and staff who
and women's Intramural Flag Foot- arC' intPrPsted in physi.cal fitnE'ss. Thrn'
barl. There' will be a team captains' is a traditional exercise and fitness
meeting at 4 p.m. on that _day and a class on Mondav, WednC'sday and
mandatory officials' clinic at·. ~ p.m. Friday at thr gy~ and a coolr~ aqua
Rosters, forfC'it deposits and at least dvnamics (watrr E'xercise) class on
one reft"rt'(' are' rrquirecl of each team TuC'sday and Thursday at thC' pool
before they willbC' accepted in the from Noon to I p.m. These' classes, frer
leagur.
to studC'nts and only $5.00 per quarter
For those• who arr late getting their For faculty/staff, an· open to mc'n and
tr ~1m organized there is a late entry
women. You may sign-up by going to
date and officials' clinic schC'clulecl fo.r
thP class any day nrxt week or bv
Oct. 7, at 4 p.m. Team~ entering on coming to th~ Rec .Serv ices' Offic£'.
·
this late entrv date will not be
•****
schrdule(-1for· a;1y games the first w£'ek
Sign-up is now in progn.'ss for this
quarter's tennis ladder tournament.
of the' season.
Brtlin LaPeter/Future
Individuals who want to play but do The tournament is open to men and
not have a team many sign-up at the women, students, faculty and staff of Vice President of SC, Marcos Marchena and President James
~~.c-·s.·e.~.i.cr.~.~.o.n.·i.~•.•n.~•t•t•o•th•e•p-o•o·~~·~~a•ll•a•b•il•it•v•l•~•e•ls.·.~~~·~~~~~ · Blou~ ac~~ trophl~ from Jim Martin and Ken Pa~hall
(vice president) of the UCF Bike Club in appreciation for
the bike the received from SC.

MONDAY THRU WEDNESDAY
$2.SO LAROE PITCHER 4:30 10:00

TUESDAY NIGHT

.
95~ MOOSE~EAD BEER

THURSDAY NIGHT

~fhll!

~ f)ifr:h'r

Haa1se

ZETA 7 NIGHT
FREE DRAFT WITH ZETA CARD 9~11 tm

JEFF HILLS BAND THURS.-SAT.

•t;• BEER & POP STOP
• 11815 E. COLONIAL DR.•277-3483•

o~t,t. 78 BRANDS OF BEER
BY THE PACK OR CASE AT

DISCOUNT PRICES
...._---SPECIALS-----...
OLD MILWAUKEE-12 PACK CANS-$3.57
· PABST-12 PACK CANS-$3.57
COCA COLA-8 PACK CANS-$1.99
1·UP-6PACK CANS-$.169
CHIOLI LAMBRUSC0-750 ML. BTL.-$1.99
CIGARETTES-:REG. & KING-$5.99

Moon heads up new
cross country team
As the University of Central Florida contil}ues to split at the seasms, another
sport was added to the 19-SO schedule. Cross cou~try is the sport which has become
the double duty of Bill Moon. Moon, has been the Knight baseball coach for the
past three years.
Moon sa.id he was "very excited about the position," and added he was "ready to
enjoy the challenge." Right now the team practices at 7 a.m. and again at 6 p.m.
each day. They work out on the oval track and also on the trails on campus.
The women will be led by Jackie Nations, who M,oon says "has tremendous
potential" and finished an impressive third in the team's first meet last week at
Wigham Park. For the men, it will be Brian Meeves, Chris Stevenson, Jimmy Fox
and Roger Yandeburen.
The men will be competing in Division Ii and will be a part of the Sunshine State
Conference. The women are governed under the rules of AIAW. Six meets are
scheduled, with the conference meet being a co-hos~ affair with Rollins, possibly at
the Hyatt House.
·
.

Could you pass this swimming test?
SWIM:
l. Breaststroke-100 Yds.
2. Sidestroke-100 Yds.
3. Crawl stroke-100 Yds.
4. Back crawl-50 Yds.
5. On back (legs only)-50 Yds.
6. Turns (on front, back, side) .
7. Surface dive-underwater swim-20 Ft.
8. Disrobe-float with clothcs-5 mins.
9. Long shallow dive.
10. Running front dive.
11. 10-minute swim .

.&Red~

T'onyou..
KAPPA SIGMA .
FRATERNITY
PRESENTS

''BAHAMA MAMA
RUSH PARTY"
FRIDAY - SEPT. 26
8:30PM

FONTANA APTS.
CLUBHOUSE....
ALL INTE:R.ESTED
MEN.&WOMEN
ARE INVITED

--~E436
~

-~

-

-~

~>
15-A-~--4z. ~·
ALAFAYA ~~
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Opinion
One for the road may mean jail time
As .dawn broke from the east, a prisoner
was confined to a windowless room with
bars ... incarcerated on a criminal. offense.
She wasn't an offensive drunk, in all instances she had been the life of all the rush
parties. Yet her decision to drive the threequarter mile trip .h ome was a criminal act.
Driving a short distance after surpassing
the legal limit is not an uncommon act for
many persons who attend drinking bashes.
Fortunately not all who drive with an
unlawful blood alCohol level are involved in
accidents.
Driving whil£ drunk is a crime against
society that warrants arrest, incarceration,
bond, ~ourt appearance and · sentencing.
She felt confused.sitting in the holding cell
awaiting transportation to the county jail.
Soon she would be · through with this
nightmare that began with the flash of blue

lights.
livesis illegal.
Her designer blue jeans and disco blouse · She hadn't considered hers~lf a problem
were all she had ... she was seperated from all drinker but now her drinking was the cause
her jewelry, money and chain belt she had of a prob 1em.
.
worn to the first fall rush party.
Orange County has processed approxAll her possessions were contained in a imately 730 drunken driving tests in the past
personal property bag and the chrome- six months .
chained bracelets being placed on her wris~s
The legal limit for alcohol content in the
were restaints, not jewelry.
blood is .01, The amount needed to pass this
He wa·s an enforcer of the law and her limit can vary with the alcoholic content of
escort for the ride downtown. She was the beverage, with the amoun_t of food the
photographed and documented into the files ' person has eaten recently, and with the perwith those who have committ,ed .criminal son's weight.
acts.
She was a prisoner of society. . Rather than take a chance, call a friend or
Why has all of this happened to her 0 Poor a cab before risking your future on impaired
judgment. .
abilities.
She had succeeded in drinking at the party
If friends or even enemys have consumed
but success in drinking large amounts of more than a few drinks, don't hesitate to ofakohol is not rewarded in driving. En- fer them a ride. It could be your life they en. dangering your own life. and other people's ~anger by their poor judgment.

. Voter registration closes Saturday
Oct. 4 at S p.m. is the deadline
for registering to vote in the
presidential e1ection on Nov. 4.
All ~.S. citize?_s ?~ve the. right
.-and ~he respo_ns1b1hty to vote.
With all of the vitalJv important issues-such as inflation,
war in . the Mideast, energy
problems,
unemplovment
_ .
.
.
'
Soviet aggres~1~n a!'ld _governme~t
scandals-~facing
our
nation, alJ Amencans need to
. 11
·I
h
care f u v cons1C er t e candidates . (even if the choices
enco
· )
· k
a r"n't
'uragmg , ma e a
dC'c is ion and vote f<\r the man of
their rhoic
Sii1 c'°'- the.e vo t'mg . age was
lowered to 18 in the ear Iv 70's
·
· t' I l
·
d 1sappom
mg y . ow .percC'ntage
A
·
h
k
.f
o young mencans ave .ta en

a

"'·AN

UPDAT~

f~OM
T~e

ff?oN[. ..

Residents ·of Semino]e Count
advantage of the opportunity to
have a voice in their.government. can register. . in the city halls ~f
UCF students (and anyone else) Casselberry, Altamonte Springs,
who haven't registered have Oviedo,. Lake Mary, Longwood
· only a week left before the books and Winter Springs . -These ofopen Monday
close for the presidential elec- fices are
tion.
·
through Fridav from 8 a.m. to S
Thos(' living in Orange Coun- · p.m. with the exception of
t y can sign
· ~ up 111
· t1e
1 Voter Altamont(' Springs which is
~Pgistration' · Office at I N. oplm Monday through Thursda
OrangP Ave. fron'l 8 a.m. to 5 from 7 a·. m. until 6 p.m.
M
.
Seminole voters can also
p.m.
ondav through Frnlav.
·
.
'
· . register at the Voter Registration
They are also g01:ng to be open OfficC' in the courthouse in San- ·
Saturday for those unable to ford and at the Interstate Mall in
. t
cl .
h
k
roeg1.s er c unng t e wee . Altamonte Springs. The courrange ounty voters can also thouse office wm be open from
register in the license office in
8::10 a. m. until 5 p.m. and the
C 1 . 1 Pl
. M 11 f
o oma
a:za
a
rom I 0 Mall office is open from 9 a.m .
a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through
F .d f
·
fo I p.m. an.d from 2 p.m . to 5
n ay rom 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
·
p.rn. Monday · through Friday . ·
These two off ices will also be
open Saturday to . assist in
registration .
AJl that is neC'd~d to register is
a driwr's license or other identification showing an address in
the countv in which you arp
registering.
Now vou know how where
when a1~d why to regis,ter. Th~
onl~· rC'maining question is who
will registN and vote to help
dt'cidc tlw futun.' of our eountrv.
Frank T. Forester f«>r

ExCuU'USiUS
In the Aug. 14 issue of the Future we
incorrectly reported that George
Chandler -.vas unanimously approved
for a seat in the student senate. There
was ont' votp against Chan<llN.
was one votr againslChandkr.

Frank T. Forester
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BusinPss Managpr

Diane Taylor, entertainm~nt editor; Laura Hoffman, sports editor; Doug Marks, associate
editor;Kevin Mason, photo editor.

Paul A. Taylor
Managing Editor

Barbara A. Cowell

·Business Staff
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Th(> Futu.re publi~hed weekly, fall win- \
tPT an4 sprmg and biweekly in the summer
at .the University of Central Florida. It is
wn
Pdited by students o1 th e Unwer. ,
. tfpn. hand
.f
s1 t~ Unt oJficPs in the Art Complex on Libra
DntP.
·
Opinio.ns Pxpressed in the F~ture are those
of thP -Pdztor or thP writer of thP artidP, and
not _nPc:ssarily thosp of the Board of
Puhlirnt10ns, Univnsity. Adm mis
. . t ra t'zon or
B oard r>.f R Pf;<'nts.
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LETTERS
President Colboum welcomes students to UCF

President Colbourn

DoesUCF
~eally need

marc_hing band
Drar Editor,
BC'caus<1 of the raci.· I>\' tlw administration to lwcomr a Division I
School, another boondoggle is upon us.
This latest madness is - a marching
band. J11<;t what W<' nC'ed, another rat
hole' to put morw~" into.
what we need to do is what the pros.
clo, ask a high school band to bC' the
gu<'st band at tlw horn<' football games.
Each schoc'il would lw asked to 1wrfo rm a ncl th<' task rota tc-cl among a 11 of
the fiiw high schools in thC' area. Th<'
faculh · is cr~ · ing e:·ommunit\· invol ci~wnL
Tlw mon<'Y sa V<'d could he used to up
. grade the day care facility, the rowing
crrw, or a rnousarnl otlwr projects .
Is a marching hand reall>· rwcC'ssar~·
or do we 1w<'cl to improve student
S<' ic:rs'r> HemC'mlwr we pay orw wa~· or
tlw othC'r. So wh~ · not get what W{'
llC'C'cf.

Thank you.

Stephen P. Husk

Fearless
camp~s

police
Drar Editor:
Picture this scrnario: During an
academic break betwrrn quarters, a
frarlC'ss campus policq>c'rson has a
parking lot stakC'cl out. He/shC' is
waiting for a hC'inous master criminal.
Sucldenl~· a car pulls into the thrC'equarters empty parking lot. Thr officer
becomrs alert, and trrmblcs w'ith anticipation. The car glides into an empcl t~· parking slot, the clrivC'r gets out ot
th<' car', and walks awav. Quick!\' and
qui('tly tlw offict'r m;>ves clos~'r to
vc'ril\· his/hn .observations. Ah-ha the
officer exclaims! For the officer has
caught that rwlarious master-of-crime',
tlw studt'nt who has parked his/her car
in a B&C n·stric:tc'd parking a·rea. .
It happeiwcl on an acaclC'mic break
betwc'c'n quarters.
StC'phcn P. Rusk

Dear Students:
You may be wea ry of being
welcomed, but I hope you know you
arc.
We are beginning a new academic
year--the twelfth for Central Fforicla's
statr univNsity--and it can only prove
eventful. It is the year in which we implcment many of the organizational
changC's undrrtakE'n ovrr thr past two
years, the year when we welcome Dean
Ralph Ll~wE'l1Yn as hc.'acl of the new
Collt'ge of A;ts and Sciences, Dean
Charles .Micarelli to the Office of Un-:
clergraduatc Studies, and Dr. Lee Tubbs to head the Diyision of Student AFfairs. It is the yrar whrn we attempt to
complete efforts to re-shape General
Education requirements, · when we
begin UCF's first indrprndcnt doctoral
program in ComputN Science. It is the
yrar when we begin construction of
UCF's second dormitory complex a ncl
complC'tC' the r:nuch-needed Computer
CentC'r, the Student Health Ce~tcr, and
the new Student Union (which will
house a much enhanced University
Bookstore).
It is also a. ycar--we hopr--when we
will see a continuing close working
relationship wi-th Student Government.

Student Government funding made
possible the new UCF Marching Band
and major improvements adjoining
Lake Claire. It is with the cooperation
of Student Government that we are
moving to estahlish WUCF-FM as a
full-power radio station which can
both sNve and represent the University
in ways a very low-power station could
not.
·
It will probably also be a year which
will test yoµr patience on more than.
one occasion. With five hundred more
students enrolled than this time last
year: traffic congestion has increased
noticC'ably, and there is no immediate
prospect of relief. Despite the presence
ot acld1t1onal taculty, there will be
some classes with more students than
anyone would like, and. our facilities
remain inadequate for our very real
needs . We will need your understanding and support for efforts to . attract
me attention ot the_Mate Leg1s1arure m
ways which will enable UCF to serve
Crntral Florida as we should.
At the same time we believe you will
agree that UCF continues to have good
reason to be very proud of its total
academic program and the people who
make it possible. The quality of the

University of Central Florida has to
remain our continuing concern, just as
we remain committed to making UCF
better known and respected both
regionally and nafionally.
_
Our athletic programs have assisted
this rffort enormously, and it is student
and community s.upport and involvement that have made the important differrncr. It is hard to. believe
that only a year ago UCF was about to
play its first football game in the
Tangerine Bowl. Tomorrow night we·
. will play our third of this, our second
~eason. With a total record of seven
wins and three losses, and an NCAA
record tor Division- III attendance,
Director of Athletics Jack O'Leary and
Head Coach Don Jonas have good
reason to feel encouraged. We hope
you do, too.
Again, a sincere and warm welcome
. to UCF and a new year. I know the
faculty and staff join me in extending
our very best wishes for a rewarding
educational experience. Hope to see
you in the T-Bowl tomorrow night.
·
Trevor Colbourn

Students should be proud of WUCF
Dear Future,
Now that the "head shop" issue has
been beaten into the ground, the new
topic for irrational and unintelligent
discussion seems to be the administrative "take-overH of WUCFFM. I must take my hat off to station
manager, Dave Willis for the courage
and confidence he exhibited in his attack on the integrity of Pr. Robert Arnold, the Director of Instructional
Resources. It takes a lot of guts to
come right out in print and say,
"Arnold's attempt to organize a new
board ... was one of his efforts to have
Robert ·Arnold in control of the station." It is unfortunate that guts and
int~lligence do not go hand in hand. ·
Willis' comments · and accusations
show a total lack of maturity and selfcontrol; it is irresponsible behavior
and hardiy befitting one in the position
of statfon manager. His fears may be
well-justified, but is approach to the
situation is all wrong.
You're taking on the system, boy.
While you're slinging charges, you are
doing little to gain allies in the administration. WUCF is licensed to the
school; not you, not student government, nor the student body. It is the
sole property of the university . In the
past, the administration has kept a low
profile, exhibiting little control over
the operation of WUCF. In effect, the
facility has been entirely student run.
The result is what one radio-television
instructor aptly calls ·an "electronic
sandbox."
Daily programming at
WUCF-FM is a menage of miscu~s,
poorly written and poorly read news

·Letter Poliey
Letters to the editor must be delivered to the Future bv 3 p.m. on the Mondav
. prior to publication to be considered f~r the issue. Letters must hear the writer's
signature and phone number. Names will be withheld upon request. The Future
reserv~ the~~g~t to ~.dit all letters.
·
Mailing address: P.0. Box 2 5 000, Orlando, Florida 3 2 816
Editorial office
'phone:_27~-:_2~0 I. Business offi~ phone: 275-2865.
This public document was promulgated at· an annual cost of $78,893 or 6.7 cents
per copy to inform the university community. Annual advertising revenue of
$56,893 defray 72. percent of the ~nnual cost. The F'..lfure is fonded through the
Activity and Service Fee as allocated by the Student Government of the Univ~r
sity of Central Florida.

and PSA's, l;=ick of continuity from one every Friday.
musical selection to the next, not to
Our college radio station should .be
mention playing records at speeds able to make the same Glaim. How
other than the ones suggested by the many of you are proud of what is aired
manufacturers.
over WUCP Not only those who work
The students who work at the station there, but students at large. Do you
cannot be blamed entirely for this lack feel that this product is indicative of
of professionalism. The source of the what our people are capable of putting
problem lies in the less than adequate out 0
Most of all, is WUCF-FM
education and training they receive, something you want heard all over the
but that is another issue.
state as representative of our potential 0
The point is that Willis and Co. want
Peter J. Callan
to take their blooper format and
broadcast throughoµt Central Florida.
Whether the musical content is rock,
jazz, classical, or aboriginies pounding
on tree stumps, who wiH listen if it's
played at the wrong speed 0

·Happy graduate
from no ~class
university

WUCF, as an electronic transmitting
facility can only be of use to so many
people. As a business it's of use to' even
fewer. -It doesn't make money by sell- Dear Editor :
Talk about a no-class operation.
ing airtime, SC? there are no investors
Evcrv
boondock cow college in the
interested. Since it doesn't sell comstate.
gives
the students who have pa id
mercial time, local businesses have no
~ncl paid and paid for the education
interest. The station exists solely on
thry have worked for their tassle at
university funding. It is an extension
graduation even if t~ey must rent their
of the university, staffed by volunteer
rot)es. Sc>'me even give the robes to the
students to serve the needs of the colgraduates to keep, FREE.
lege community. It is a means of
Then a statr university like Central
disseminating information and enterFlorida with a budget that must look
tairiment to that segment of the overall
like an accounting major's final exam
community. At the same time, and no
not only charges for the robes, hut
can't fi~cl the moriry to provide the
less important, fr is a training facility
'year device' that traditionally hands
for students who are involved with
on thC' gradua tcs tassles. A stucleflt wno
-communications. It is this other incomplain's finds that the_:tancla.rd anterest which Dr. Arnold and Mr. Willis
swer from the smugly safe civil service
seem to be forgetting . There are many
typr in the book sfore· who handles the
students to which WUCF is an inrobes is "But t~en we would have to
dispensable tool for developing their
charge morr".
skills in announcing, production,
I'm quite sure most_of our graduates
newswriting, management ·and elecwould happily rent their robes (how
tronics. In its present state, the station
man\' will ever use them again?) and
does little to develop these s.kills, as is pay a. nickel ~ore for -the tassle to have
thl 1raclitional device o-n it.
evidenced by the disorganized and unThe worst thing about the whole
professional material they produce.
thing is that thC' school is such a "noPerhaps all interested parties should
class" operation that no one seems to
step back and consider the old saying,
have rver questioned this practice of
"it's not what you do, but how \I\' : ~
"squeezing the last d i_91_e" out ~f every
you do it." WUCF is something we
graduate . No wond~r the School's
should be able to take pride in. Like
dat ion has such a problem ·with . e!lthe "Future," it is an independent· dowments from alumni. Who wants to
voice within our university. The adendow an a lma mater with no trace ot
ministration does not write what you
class at all?
see on these pages. It is the product of
Sincerely happy to . be - graduating
a group of hard working and dedicated
from this p1ace,
A.n...August Graduate
students; and the roof comes out

Future September 26, 1980
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· A CLUO/DISCOTHEQUE
Presents

•I

''
DRESS:
DRINKS:
WHEN:

WHERE:
.

t''

PLEASE! (Casual)
. 50¢ DRAFT, $1.00 BAR
(All Night)

Begins September 18, 1980
and continues every
. Thursdayafter
4315 No. Orange Blossom Trail
,

ADMISSION IS FREE
With College I.D.
,
t

•

AVAILABLE FOR PRIVATE PARTIES
. (Call 295-3751 For Information)
PRICES MAY CHANGE
DUE TO SPECIAL
O:fFERINGS
.
.
(DUE TO CHANGE IN FLORIDA LAW, YOU MOST BE 19 OR OVER TO ATTEND)
· 2 FORMS OF l.D. WILL BE REQUIRED.

